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A CCEPT A N D D E FE N D T H E
TBUTH W H E R E V E R
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$i.BO the Y E A R

FO U N D

IN ADVANCE.

VOLUME F O R T Y -SEV EN .

OOLLEGEVILLE. PA.. THURSDAY, AUGUST 18. 1921.
T H E " H O M E P A P E R " OE T H E M ID D L E SE C T IO N O P P R O S P E R O U S M O NTGOM ERY COUNTY.

FREED HEATER AND OAKS

GUESTS ENTERTAINED AT

CHILD FATALLY INJURED WHEN

AMERICAN LEGION NOTES.
NEWS FROM TRAPPE.
COUNTY AND STATE ITEMS.
MONTVIEW.
AUTOS CRASHED.
' Mrs. Ralph Miller and children* are
More
than 170,000 women, mem-' |
Mary
V.,
wife
of
Er
G.
Brownspending the week at New Tripoli,
Saturday’s Scores
Mr. and Mrs. Missbaum, of Phila
Struck on the head by a rock six
Last Sunday Mr. and Mrs. E. S.
back, of Trappe, died on Monday
Virginia, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. bers of 3400 units, will be represented
. Penna.
Worcester 4, Oaks! 0.
Moser entertained the follqwing John G. Demetre, of Boyertown, died at the first national convention of the delphia, are spending a few days with inches in diameter, Cornelius Moser,
night at the Pottstown Hospital,
.•
5b, was filled in a quarry near GreshFreed Heater Co. 10, Schwenks- guests at Montview, near Areola: Mr. a short time after, figuring in an auto Women’s Auxiliary of the American Mr', and Mrs. Arthur Kutchbach.
Rev. and Mrs. Shalkop and son, of aged 65 years, 8 months, 8 days. Mrs.
ville.
ville
9.
and Mrs. William F. Gable, Mr. Robert mobile accident at Pennypacker’s hill, Legion to be held at Kansas City ’si
Norristown, are visiting Mr. and Mrs. Brownback had been in failing health
Miss A. G. Plank spent Monday
Gable, and Mrs. Stewart, of Altoona, Trappe, Sunday morning. Mr. and multaneously with the third, national
R. J. Swinehart for several weeks.V for some time. On the 10th of August
Eighty-five chickens of fancy
convention of the Legion October 31 with her sister, Mrs. George W!. Gil
Pa.,
>
and.
Glen
Gable
Farms,
Wyeshe
underwent
an
operation
for
an
Mrs,
Demetre
and
their
four
children,
Standing of Clubs
breeds were stolen in one night from
to November 2. The Auxiliary has bert, in Philadelphia.
Mr. and Mrs. James Jacoby, of Sum- internal affection which proved fatal.
brook,
Pa.;
Messrs.
H.
A.
McCaleb
and
the Geiger farfti, near Monocacy.
W. L. P.C. Frederic Shollar, Altoona, Pa.; Mr. Virginia, Olympia, John and Anna, completed departmental organizations
neytown,* spent the week end with The husband and two sons, Oliver and
Mr*. H. A. Mathieu is spending a
were enroute to thè Zoological Gar
Oaks .........................
2 .818
Mr. and Mrs. Horace Rimby.
jn
more
than
thirty
states.
At
the
few weeks with her father Mr. Her i ,Th6,re ^sn’* a healthy chestnut tree
Harold, srirvive. Also the mother of Freed Heater Co. . . . ___ 9 2 .818 and Mrs. J. A. Powers, Hazleton, Pa.; dens in Fairmount Park, Philadelphia,
coming convention it will select a na man Wischman in Philadelphia.
left thruout the entire Lehigh Valiev
Mr. and Mrs. Meyers and Mr. and the deceased Mrs. J. K. Beaver, of Worcester ............
6 .400 Mr. and Mrs. H. Luther Frees and and left Boyertown in their own tour tional headquarters and perhaps a
region.
"
Mr.
and
Mrs.
B.
A.
Fryer,
of
Reading,
Mrs. Boss, of Lansdale, were the Sun Trappe, in her 93d year, and one sis Schwenksville ............ ___4
ing
car
with
Harry
Schwenk,
of
the
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Jacob
Walt
and
Mr.
7 .363
new name.
Pa.;
Messrs.
John
and
Frank
Hart,
of
day guests of Mr. and Mrs. Harry ter Mattie, wife of Rev. S. M. Hench, Graterford . . . . . . . . . .
same
place,
at
the
wheel.
Lehigh Valley farmers say the early
Ammon Walt in company with Mr.
6 .333
When Nathan Potak a youth from Geo. Walt and Miss Lillie Muche, of potato crop will be almost a complete
Price.
also of Trappe. The funeral will be Fairview ...................
According to Mr. Démetre and Mr.
8 - .200 Doylestown, Pa.; Dr. Gregory Wal
cott, of Hàmline University, St. Paul, Schwenk they were coasting down the Ukrainia, gave his life to the service Collegeville^ motored to Crystal Cave failure this season.
Miss Elizabeth Kratz entertained held on Friday, August 19, at 2 p. m.,
Freed Heater Co. narrowly escaped Minnesota; Dr. and Mrs. Carl V. short incline and well to the right of of the United' States in the world on Sunday/"
during the week: Miss Mar$ .Kratz daylight saving time. All services at
While playing ball, Arthur Garr, of
Tower, of Collegeville, Mr. and Mrs.
and Mr. John Kratz of Lower Provi Augustuis Lutheran church, Trappe. defeat by Schwenksville A. L. on Sat- Burd P. Evans, of Trappe; Dr. and the road, within 18 inches of the war, he made a sacrifice which may
Mr. and Mrs. Wellington Hatleld East Greenville, fractured his right
save
his
father,
mother
and
two
Interment
in
adjoining
cemetery;
un-s
trolley
rail,
when
a
touring
car
bear
\ urday in a Perkiomen Valley League
dence, and Mrs.«Xhomas, of Philadel
entertained M*r. and Mrs. John Rep- index finger.
dertaker, F. W. Shalkop.
game at Collegeville but won out by Mrs. Charles Grove Haines, of Austin, ing license number 132-856, driven by brothers from deportation. The fam pert and family on Saturday.
phia.
Texas;
Dr.
artd
Mrs.J.
LeRoy
Roth
ily
arrived
in
Minneapolis
nearly
pen
Colored residents of the northwest
Albert Astenheimer, a brother-in-law
the score of 10-9. Walt had bad con
Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Rahn, spent
Qn Friday evening Miss Elizabeth ern section of Reading have organized
trol but his hit won the game in the and daughter Susan, of Conshohocken, of the owner of the machine, Samuel niless and were taken in custody by
Eliza
Holt,
Widow
of
the
late
a Masonic lodge.
Sunday at Joanna Heights.
Joseph Holt, died on Friday at her 9th for Freed’s The features of the Pa.; Mr. and Mrs. Walter H. Douthett M. Yerger, Kulpsville, Montgomery immigration authorities as violators Bucher and Mr. Paul Lacey were mar
of certain immigration regulations. ried at the Reformed parsonage at
An unset diamond, valued at $250
Miss Marion Smith, of Pennsburg, home, 212 Fornance street, Norris game were the pitching *of Salisbury, arid children, of Darby, Pa.; Miss county, collided with them.
Schwenk says that he other ma Then they learned for the first time Schwenksville. They have the well was found by Mrs. Oliver E. Shuler
is ' visiting her grandmother, Mrs. town, aged 88 years. Funeral on who had 10 strike outs but had-erratic Frances Gayner, of Salem, N. J., and
Miss Margaret Hocker, of German chine tore off a front hub of his of their son’s sacrifice. The American wishes of their many friends.
while working in her flower garden at
Kate Hunsicker.
Tuesday, at 3 p. m. Interment at support, and the batting of Carl. The town.
Pottstown.
auto and this completely turned his Legion is endeavoring to obtain for
score:
Riverside
cemetery;
undertaker,
J.
L.
Mrs.
Stephen
Tyson
attended
the
Mr. J. W. Clawson spent last Tues
them
the
$
10,000
government
insur
car,
the
other
machine
being
100
feet
SCHWENKSVILLE
A.
L.
At
1
p.
m.,
the
guests,
seated
at
a
John K. Allen, of Bethlehem, em
Bechtel.
Eisenberg-Johes family reunion at
day in Philadelphia.
AB R H O A E long table in the glen, were served away before it could be stopped. The ance, state bonus and dependents’ al Sanatoga Park on Saturday.
ployed at the local Bethlehem Steel
Gottshall, ss.-2b.
3 0 0 0 3 6
lowance.
Master Robert Jones is visiting rel GEORG Ey ROGERS DROWNED IN P. Mathieii, cf. .
Company plant, fell while at work and
3 0 2 2 0 0 with lunch. During the afternoon Schwenk auto then rolled over into a
Miss Alice Schatz entertained Miss fractured his right shoulder blade.
Knipe 3b.-ss ___
4 0 0 1 1 1 thoughts relating to various subjects, ditch, turning a second time. Little
atives in Philadelphia.
More
than
one-eighth
of
the
popula
Meyers, lb ...........
1
1
1
2
0
5
Helen Loos, of Jeffersonville, over the
PERKIOMEN,
Carl, 2b................
5 1 2 3 0 1 scintillations of wit and humor, and Virgina was caught in the top, pinned tion of Radcliffe, la., is enrolled in the week end.
Democrats of .the fifth ward of
Miss Ella Grubb spent the week
Ziegler, rf.............
4 1 0 1 0 0 fine poetic efforts, engaged the atten fast and her skull crushed. After be American Legion. The town has 106
Pottstown iridorsed Mrs. Mary Emery,
end at North Wales and Gwynedd.
If...........
4 2 1 5 0 0
Saturday afternoon, George Rogers, Wolford,
ing released the blood flowed profusely ex-service men, out of a population of
Miss Viola Buckwalter' spent the a widow, for the office- of justice of
Evans, c. ...........
4 2 2. 11 0 i tions of those present.
Miss Mae Hunscicker is enjoying aged 23, was drowned in the Perkio- Salisbury, p. . . . . ........... 4 2 1 0 1 0
Mr. Gable gave in a most interest-, from her mouth, ears and nose. , After 800 and every one of them is a mem week end visiting relatives in Potts the peace.
her vacation at Atlantic City.
town.
men near the old Wetherill-snill, be
Ttoals .............
36 9 9*25 5 9 ing way some of his personal recol- ' looking over the accident Mr. Asten ber of the local Legion post.
Charles, 8-year-old son of John J.
FREED HEATER CO.
lections of the late Colonel Robert G. heimer,. disclaiming , responsibility*
Miss Elizabeth Mars is spending tween Areola* and Oaks. It is thought
Mr. and Mrs. Penrose Snyder and Grube, of Joanna, was severely cut by
Every
post
of
the
American
Legion
proceeded
on
his
way.
A
passerby,
a
AB
R
H
O A E Ingersoll, and, an account of the dedi
some time with Dr. and Mrs. J. S. that he was seized with cramps or Góttshalk, rf.-lf.
4 1 0 3 0 0
Mr. Rhoads, of Phoenixville, offered in Illinois will donate a five-year-old family, of Philadelphia, and Mrs. An a scythe that ..a farmhand had left
Miller.
5 3 3 3 1 0 cation, last week, of a monument to the
tree to be planted on the grounds of na Syder, Mr. and Mrs. Walter Lapp among some weeds.
had a fatal heart attack, as he was a Hunsicker 2b. ..
2 1 1 2 0 0 great thinker, orator, and exponent of assistance, and the child was wrapped
the new Speedway Hospital at Chicago and Miss Anna Snyder, of Perkasie,
Miss Grace Robertson of St. John, good' swimmer. The young man, em W. Tyson, ss. ..
1 0 1 0 5 1
Eleven registered Holsteins and 10
in
a
blanket
and
rushed
to
v
the
Potts
Shellenbergter, lb
5 0 0 10 0 1 human rights at Col. Ingersoll’s birth
which will be dedicated by the Amer visited Rev. and Mrs. W. O. Fegely dairy cows belonging to J. K. Heebner,
N. B.,/fs visiting Mr. and Mrs. J. W. ployed in the state insurance depart Burns,
If...............
3 1 1 3 0 0 place, Dresden, N. Y. The dedicatory town Hospital. The Good Will am
and family on Sunday.
ment at Harrisburg, visited the home F. Foley, 3b.........
of Worcester, were found to be dis
Clawson.
3 2 0 1 2 0
bulance relieved the auto, but when ican Legion Armistice day.
Keyser, c........... .
4 1 0 5
1 exercises were attended by over two
of his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Walt,
eased and' were killed.
they
reached
the
institution
the
child
Misses
Frances
and
Lelia
Rushong
Joyce
Lewis
member
of
the
Amer
p.................
3 1 1 0 3 0 thousand people. Mr. Gable was a
Mrs. Wiesfoy, of Reading, spent Rogers, of Jeffersonville, to spend the
D.
Poley,
rf.........
2
0
0
0
0
0
was
found
to
be
dead.'
At
tljg,hospital
Robert Trucksess, of Fairview Vil- S
are
spending
some
time
at
Stone
Har
ican Legion at Long Prairie, Minn.,
several days in town.
member of the committee of arrange
week end. His brother, Joseph, a
lage, landed a five-pound carp from
Totals ...............
32 10 7 27 11 3 ments. Among others of the commit the rest of the family were given first was among thé mourners at the fu bor, N. J.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Miller and chil scoutmaster, was about to break camp
*One out when winning run was scored.
the Skippack creek.
aid. Mr. Demetre has a scar on his neral of his buddy Corporal Robert
Mr .and Mrs. Edwin Johnson are
dren, were the Sunday guests of Mr. along the creek and he went up to as Schwenksviile . . . . . . 0 5 0 0 1 0 3 0 0— 9 tee were: Thomas A. Edison, Luther forehead and a sprained 'limb; Mrs. Burns Hess at St. Paul, Minn., last
Taking an accidental tumble over a
Burbanks,
Thomas
Mott
Osborne,
and
Ifreed
Heater
...
accominodating
a
large
number
of
.
.
.
1
0
8
0
0
0
0
Ö
1—10
sist. He went into the water for a
and Mrs. George Clamer. ,
Demetre, severely bruised hip; John, week. Lewis owes his life to the dead boarders during the month of Au fence, George Auchey, of Hamburg,
Two base hits—Carl, 2; p. Mathieu. Julia Marlowe Southern.
swim.
His
brother
heard
a
cry
for
bruised knee; Olympia, a small scar soldier. The latter had dragged him
Struck out—by Salisbury. 10; by Walt, S.
suffered a broken arm.
Mrs. Essig spent Monday in Potts
Dr. Walcott discussed psychology on the face; Schwenk, a bruised limb. wounded out of a shell ,hole and, was gust. .
help and saw his brother in distress. Bases on balls—by Salisbury, 4; by
town.
Walt,
3.
An auto truck driven by Raymond
with relation to modern educational The child whose life was destroyed later killed in action. Lewis recovered
He tossed to him a table, which fell
The Wililng Workers of the U. E.
Misses Mary and Bertha Francis near the young man. He did not grasp
methods and indicated how the appli was a little over 4 years of age. At aqd returned to, the United States. church Will meet at the church on Sat Charles and loaded with bread* and
Oaks was defeated by Worcester cation of tested psychological data
cakes was burned near Royersford.
are spending the week at Wilmington, it, but sank beneath the water. Ef
at
Sanatoga Park and is tie once more would lead to greater efficiency in the the moment of the accident, a state He lost all trace of his rescuer until urday at 2 p. m.
Del.
Thieves, operating in Skippack,
forts to save him were unavailing.
policeman stationed at Pottsville, who he read in a newspaper that the Hess’
with Freed Heater Co. for the lead in
Preaching services will be held in
Mr..and Mrs. F. H. Smiley and fam Four hours later his body was recov the Perkiomen Valley League. The adaptation of education to the var was enroute to Langhorne, witnessed body would be brought from France the United Evangelical church on stole a number of chickens from War
ren Cole, and 20 choice fowls from'
ious natural capabilities of individ the accident and at once reported the for reburial,
ily motored to West Chester on Mon ered by his brother, Charles, in prox features of the game were the pitch uals.
Sunday, August 2 1 , at 10 a. m.; Sun Samuel Metz.
imity
to
where
he
was
last
seen
to
case
to
the
members
of
the
state
con
day.
ing of Nyce, who held the heavy hit
A baseball game between members day school at 9 av m.; C. E. on Sat
sink.
Falling in his home at Easton, John
Mr, H, A. McCaleb read and very stabulary stationed at Collegeville.
of the Woodston, Oklahoma, post of urday at 8 p. m.; leader, Mr. John Hornbogan, 91 years old, broke his
Miss Grace Robertson and Mrs. J.
The young man and M iss' Marion ters of Oaks to one scratch hit, the cleverly commented upon excerpts They are making an investigation.
W. Clawson spient Monday in Phila Stritzinger, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. batting of the Worcester team and from Albert Bigelow Paine’s biog
the American Legion and members of Hunsberger. Everybody welcome.
right hip.
OTHER AUTO ACCIDENTSthe Women’s Auxiliary resulted fin a
delphia.
B. Frank Stritzinger, of Hamilton the fielding of Stoll, of Oaks. The raphy of Mark Twain which contains
There will be no church services or
Fireman Jeffrey, 19 years old, of
score:
The automobiles of Roy Clouser of victory for the women with a score of Sunday school in Augustus Lutheran
the previously unpublished writings of
"Mary Pursal, of Norristown, visit street, Norristown, were friends from
Lansford, was crushed to death when
OAKS
Oley,
Pa.,
and
that
of
John
Schmohl,
28
to
18.
The
right
hand
of
each
of
church on the Sundays of August 21 he attempted to board a moving eleva
R H O A E the noted author of world-wide fame.
ed Mrs. Katherine Dewane on Sun the time they attended Norristown
Lauer, lb ........... ............ ........ 0 0 11 1 1 Mr. McCaleb is a keen, progressive of 2413 N. Marshall street, Philadel the Légionnaires was tied behind his and 28. Services will be resumed on
high school, and only a few hours be Francis,
day.
on the third floor of the Realty
2b................. ............ 0 1 2 2 0
phia, figured in a head-on collision at back, a handicap too great to over the first Sunday in September fit tor
fore he met his death—that is, on Stoll, 3b........................... .........
thinker.
1
Building, at Pen Argyl, wher<T he
Mr. and Mrs. Heinley and daughter,, Friday evening—he and Miss Stritz E. Smith, cf............................. 00 00 1 61 00
Jeffersonville, Sunday noon. No one come. .
which time harvest service* will be roomed.
H. Luther Frees, of the reportorial was injured.
Buzzard, If.............. ............... 0 0 0 1 1
of York, spent the week end in town. inger became engaged to be married. Keplinger,
celebrated.
ss........................... 0 0 2 4 1 staff of the Reading Eagle, who is'
Anna, little daughter "of John Raw
Smith, rf...............
0 0 0 0 0
The funeral was held on Wednesday, Q»
A GREAT ARMY OF
Howard Simpson, of Stanbridge
Mr. W. D. Renninger visited his
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel W. Schrack lins, of Reading, suffered severe '
Bowden, c............................. . 0 0 7 1 0 justly recognized as a poet of the firstmother in Sassamansville on Sunday. August 17, at 2.30 p. m. Interment McFarland, p........................... 0 0 0 2 0 class and as a writer of .choice prose, street, Norristown, Sunday afternoon,
and son Norman, a student at the bruises when her father’s automobile
UNEMPLOYED.
in Jeffersonville cemetery; undertaker,
assisted in removing nine persons
Eastern College of Chiropractic at went down a steep embankment in
Miss Grace Shuler, who was spend J. L- -Bechtel. Mr. Rogers served at
Totals ............................. ... 0 1 24 18 3 favored the assembly of. congenial«
With decidedly humorous references to from a Dodge touring car which turn
Washington, D. C., Aug. 16.--The Newark, N. J., who has been spending Pottstown.
WORCESTER
ing some time with Mr. and Mrs. Hor the Drexel officers’ camp during the
ed
turtle
after
skidding
on
the
wet
O A E a number of those present, and' re
aggregate of unemployment in the his vacation with, his parents, have
ace Rimby, returned on Monday to her war and it was expected that he would L. Detwiler,’ c. .................... 0Rr H
The automobile of Dr. H. L. Dovey,
1, 3 0 0 cited an original poem of unquestion roadway on Jtidgè pike just east of United States is rapidly approaching returned from a motor trip thru the
home in Miamisburg, Ohio..
of Norristown, was smashed to pieces
P.
Detwiler,
rf........................
2
0
0
0
0
be accorded a military funeral.
Collegeville.
Five
adults,
men
and
Weisel, 2b.................................. 0 1 2 3 2 able merit.
the' high water mark of 1914, when New England States.
when struck by a trolley car in Nor
Mrs. Colehower is spending the
Durnell, ss............................... 1 3 2 6 1
women and four children were pinned 7.000. 000.persons were out of work.
Mr.
B.
A.
Fryer,
the
talented
city
2
Fenslermacher,
cf.................
0
3
0
0
Mrs. Elizabeth Austerberry is re ristown. Hartzell, the chauffeur, es
week at Norristown.
beneath
the
wrecked
car
when
Simp
N. Detwiler, 3b....................... 0 0 0 1 0 editor of the Reading Eagle, appeared
The numebr now is placed at covering from her recent illness.
caped with slight injuries.
THE HARLEY REUNION.
son arrived on the scene, and all were 5.735.000.
Craft. If................................... 1 2 2 0 0
- Mrs. Shepard and Mr. Steiner spent
Shultz, lb. ............................. 1 1 15 0 0 in the roi» of a droll humorist and more or less injured. They were taken
E. N. A. Salow, art connoisseur,’of
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Harley and
Monday in Norristown.
The fifteenth annual reunion of the Nyce, p...................................... 1 0 0 6 0 keen satirist. While his countenance to the office of Dr. Anders, College
What was called by Secretary of
Bethlehem, was seriously injured in
sons,
Samuel
an<T
Chester,,
Mr.
Allen
Totals ................................. 4 12 27 14 3 was .uniformly expressive of sober ville, where their injuries were dress Labor Davis “a rough estimate” on
Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Steinhauer and Harley Family Association was held
Allentown in a cqllision between two
Oaks
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0—0 ness and solemnity he most humor- ed. Later they returned to their unemployment was submitted to the Harley and daughters Elizabeth rind automobiles, in one of which he was
fanvily, of Philadelphia, are spending in the oak grove at thejiome of J. K. Worcester
Alice,
and
Mrs.
Annie
Mathias,
of
................
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
2
x—4
esquely portrayed his very unhappy home in Philadelphia.
Senate to-day. The statistics came
a passenger.
.some time with Mr. and Mrs. George Harley, Trappe, Saturday, August 13,
the home having been in the present
experiences with a certain’ country
in response to a resolution recently Manassas, Virginia, are visiting rela
Ullman.
Nine Bethlehem hotel-keepers have
tives
in
the
vicinity.
owner’s family for 86 years.
offered by Senator McCormick, which
POULTRY CULLING DEMONSTRA- editor, o’ver forty years ago, His
been fined, ranging from $500 to MONTGOMERY
COUNTY
Mrs. Carl Bechtel and daughter vis
Fine weather favored a large at
flashes of humor and satire aroused
was adopted. The Secretary said he
Mrs. Martha Eckert and Mr. Joseph $1000, for violating the Volstead act
ited her parents in Philadelphia for tendance and nearly 200 members as
, / TIONS. •
much merriment and frequent ap
TEACHERS’ INSTITUTE. could not estimate the number of Sykes, of Philadelphia, spent the week in selling lipuor over their bars.
several days.
sembled to join in the social enjoy
Another series of culling demon plause.
The Montgomery County Teachers’ former seiyice men or the tbtal of end with Mrs. Sara Pennapacker.
'There is a big exodus of foreigners *r
Mr, and Mrs. Keely and son have ments of the occasion.
Mr. Shollar, a gifted architect and Institute will be held in the High women out of positions.
strations will be held under the super
Miss Emma Hefelfinger and Miss from Pottstown, 28 Italians, each
The business meeting was held in vision of A. K. Rotheriberger, County vigorous thinker, of Altoona, present
returned home after spending several
The
data
"supplied
by
Secretary
School Building, Norristown, from
Mary Curvin, of Philadelphia, spent with several thousand dollars’ sav
the forenoon and Jerome Harley, of Agent. The Extension Department ed a number of observations expres August
weeks in Atlantic City.
29 to September J2, 1921. Davis was compiled by Ethelbert the week end with Mr. and Mrs. Al ings, leaving on one day for their
Media, was elected president; Mrs. of State,College has assigned Paul R. sive of clear reasoning respecting
Prominent instructors will discuss Stewart, chief statistician of the De bert Hefelfinger.
Florence Godshall is 1 visiting her Orcutt, of Philadelphia, secretary, and
native land.
grandparents Mr. and Mrs. W. M. J. K. Harley, of Trappe, re-elected Guldin of Yellow House to assist and matters of abiding interest and import various educational topics at the ses partment of Labor. The number of
Roy Michener, of Spring City, suf
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Fred
Rommel
enter
lead in the discussions. There will be to humanity.
sions of the Institute, which promises unemployed are thus classified:
Godshall.
fered a fractured jaw when his auto-''
tained
friends
from
Philadelphia
over
treasurer. It was-also decided to have morning, afternoon and evening meet
Manufacturing
and
mechanical
in
Dr. Haines, of the State University, to be of much interest and value to
mobile rail into a cement culvert.
the week end.,
Miss Cora Hunsicker is spending a permanent date for the reunion, ings at; 9 a. m., 1.30 and 6 p. m. ' In Austin,Texas, spoke of the modern
teachers and others.. Superintendent dustries (including building trades),
the second Saturday ip August being addition to the culling, feeding- and
the week at Niagara Falls.
The body of Grover C. Cook, who
900.000.
Mrs. Wm. Helffrich and sons Ran
trend of American jurisprudence "and J. Bs- Laridis has issued- the full pro
Mining, 250,000.
dolph and Reginald and Master Gar lost his life on a French battlefield,
management problems will be dis gave a number of illustrations sugges gram in booklet form.
Mr. George Berron and Mr. George the day agreed upon.
After the meeting adjourned all cussed. Everybody interested in the tive of the unequal treatment of the
. Transportation, 800,000.
ret Miller have returned tff their has arrived at his former home in
Barrett, of Philadelphia, were the
Trade and clerical workers, 450,000. homes in Bath, Pa., after spending a Spring City.
Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs. F. J. gathered at the bountifully spread keeping of poultry is-especially invited rich and poor in the administration HUGHES WILL HEAD DELEGATES
table with its hot coffee and rich lem to attend one or more of these meet of justice in the higher and lower
Domestic and personal service, week with Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Shuler.
Clamer.
TO DISARMAMENT
onade and a pleasant social time was ings. The schedule of meetings is courts; thus indicating a judicial trend
335.000.
TAX REVISION BILL BEFORE
Mr. and Mrs. George H. Backmire enjoyed by all.'
*
CONFERENCE.
Total, 5,735,000.
as follows:
not
in
line
with
but
aside
from
the
HOUSE.
entertained a number of relatives and
LOWER MERION RICHEST
The program for the afternoon now
Washington, Do C., April 15.-tAny
The report stated that these fiugres f
August 23, morning—George Rahn,
friends over the week end.
followed and the invocation was given Sanatoga; afternoon — Cyrus Lutz, principles of Democracy.
expectation
that
President
Harding
Washington,
D, C., Aug., 15.—The
“must
be
accepted
as
an
estimate,
as
Dr. Tower, of Ursinus College, CoL
. TOWNSHIP.
by Rev. J. B. Shisler. After singing Congo; evening—Chas. Renninger,
Administration tax revision bill was
legeville, gave in his usual happy vein will himself act as a delegate toi the it is almost impossible to obtain exact
“America” the report of the commit
the impressions he had received, while disarmament conference was over figures,” because of frequent fluctu . Figures showing Lower Merion laid before the House of. Representa
COLLEGEVILLE BAKERY LEASED tee on necrology was read by Geo. F. New Hanover.
*. ' ,■\
"
township, Montgomery county,* to be tives to-day, after the- Republican
August 24, morning—Leroy Det listening to the speakers, during the thrown to-day by a White House an ations.
Charles H.. Kuhnt has leased his P. Wanger, of/Pottstown. Then fol wiler, Collegeville; afternoon, John afternoon. His genial comments and nouncement that he had definitely des
Data was also furnished to show virtually the wealthiest township in membership of that body in conference
Collegeville bakery, • confectionery lowed music, recitations and ad Moyer, Zieglerville; evening—Milton criticisms were quite in place and duly ignated Secretary Hughes, of the the increase of unemployment during thé State were recently made public. had changed it so as to^jpake repeal
State Department, to head the Amer the first half of 1921. In the manu
Total resources of the township for of the excess profits tail and the in
store, and residence to his son William dresses, the latter by Samuel Harley, Beiler, East Greenville.
appreciated.
ican delegation.
E. Kuhnt and his.son-in-law, H. Ralph of M&nass&s, Va., Miss Sara Shisler,
facturing and mechanical industries it taxation during the current year are come sùrtax rates in excess of 32 pet
August 25, morning—Mr. Kline,
Mrs.
Powers
and
Mrs.
Stewart
made
It was- said that other members was estimated, that there were 3 ,473 ,-, $95,618,630, it was asserted by Mr. cent, effective next January 1, instead
Graber. Mr. Kuhnt who has owned of Franconia, and the Hon. John Price Sumneytown; afternoon — Hairrison brief tho ’very appreciative remarks.
and very successfully conducted the Jackson, of Ardmore. A fund was Moyer, Morwood; evening—H. M.
Mr. Powers, of Hazelton, spoke were yet to be chosen, altho the Presi 000 persons less employed in January,”* Lee, real estate assessor of that town of lastjJanuary 1 .
This change, ori the basis of pre
business for a number of years expects then Started .fort the erection of a West, Lansdale, R. D.
j
briefly and incisively of the import dent is known to nave narrowed con 1921, than in January, 1920. By July ship. Of this $33,728,970. is in real,
soon to visit his old home :in Silesia, monument on the grave Of Rudolph
August 26, morning—I. S. Anders, ance of practical, helpful human serv siderably the list of those ha considers 1921, the decrease in the. manufaeu- estate, - and the remainder, $61,889,- vious Treasury estimates, would re
Germany, ¡>He will be accompanied Harley Who emigrated to this coimt- Worcester; afternoon—R. W. Weisel, ice as- a necessarily potent factor in available, and may reach the point of turing and mechanical industries had 660, is personal property—bonds, sult in the corporations and individ
by Mrs. Kuhnt and their son Carl. In try in 1719. The meeting now adjourn Prospectiville.
the lives of the individual units .of other definite selections in the very reached 3,906,459, according to the re mortgages, etc—on which a four-mill uals with large incomes paying to the
near future. He is understood to have' port. The department estimated that tax is collected.
Government in the next calendar year
relinquishing business Mr. and Mrs. ed after singing and the benediction
society,
A table compiled by Mr. Lee show something like $200,000,000 more than
Kuhnt desire to here extend their and the choice, of the next meeting
E. S, Moser • presented some. decided that at least one of the places there are about 160,000 coal miners
LOWER PROVIDENCE tfOTES.
thanks to all^jyytrons for favors re place was left to the executive com
thoughts relating to “Materialism arid shall go to a United States Senator, out of work, while many others are ed the wealth bf other, townships in they would have paid had’the Adminis
and the choice of a woman as a mem working part time. It added that Montgomery county to- be as follows : tration plan of ^making the repeals
ceived and to express hope that their mittee.
The annual church picnic of the Poetry.” .
ber of the delegation still is within there was much “slack” in the min Cheltenham, $45,000,000; Abington, retroactive prevailed.
successors will be likewise favored.
The
fine
favors,
socially
and
inteT'
'Lower Providence Baptist church will
the range of possibility.
Total tax reductions for this fiscal
FAREWELL PARTY.
ing of iron, copper and other minerals $16,750,000; and Springfield, $9,800,be held Saturday, August 20, instead lectually, of the Sunday guests at
The exact role to be played by the so that the total,of 250,000 men out of 000/ The total for the borough of year under the bill as revised were
Montview,
will
with
pleasure
be
cher
Rev. and Mrs. Norman B. Stockett, of last Saturday the 13th, as announ
President never has been officially de work in mining was “a conservative Narberth, which is in- the center of estimated by some majority members
Will Open Eating House.
of Evansburg, will be tendered a fare ced in a previous issue of this paper. ished in memory by - the host and fined, but the general expectation is estimate.
Lower Merion township, but not of’it, of the Ways and Means Committee at
hostess.
Mr. J, A. Krause will on* Saturday well party' Jby the choir of St. James’
that, after delivering the opening ad
$350,000,000, as against approximately
is $3,485,760.
Mr. J. Wesley Jones, of Smyrna,
The
unemployed
railroad
workers
pext open dining quarters in his large church, Evansburg, - on Thursday Delaware, 80 years old last Monday
dress of the conference on November1 were estimated to number 700,000.
An analysis of Lower Merion’s $33,- $550,000,000 planned by committee
Fifteen
Men
Make
Narrow.
Escape
building, below the railroad, College- evening, August 25. All members of and still actively engaged in business,
1 1 , he will remain in the background
All of the department's estimates 728,970 available for taxation showed Republicans, and the total tax yield at
ville. Mr. Krause will doubtlessly do the parish and friends are invited to spent the week end with his son Gil
From Death.
of the negotiations, leaving direct con were relative to the peak of employ 15,346 taxables with real estate ac about $3,200,000,000.
be present. The resignation of Rev. bert L. Jones, of “Bitter Sweet.”
Ms bit in serving the public.
As a result of the changes made by
Fifteen men- employed at the Adam tact' with the foreign commissioners ment in January, 1920, it was explain tually valued at $35,177,710. But
Mr. Stockett, as rector of St. James’
to his accredited representatives, but ed, so that the actual number of $3,208,500, or nearly 10 per cent., is, thè Republican conference majority
Scheidt
Brewing
Company’s
plant
in
Mrs. Mary L. Schwenk, of Provi
is keenly regretted by numerous
at the same time keeping in close
committee members further amended
GRANGEL.PICNIC
dence Square, is the Republican can the rear of Marshall and Barbadoes touch wjth’ them, and with all the pro regular workers o u t, of employment exempt from taxation.
friends.
the bill before its presentation in the
This
exemption
applies»to
proper
probably
would
be
somewhat
less
streets,
Norristown,
had
a
narrow
es
didate for office of School Director
ceedings of the conference.
House so as to make the corporation
The annual picnic of Keystone
ties
of
public
service
corporations,
inthan
the
5,573,000.
figure,
In
other
cape
from'being
killed
Friday
morn
the township of Lower Providence.
By this course, Harding will be in a words,, many wives, daughters and duding railroad property, churches income tax 12 % per cent, after next
Grange No. 2 of Trappe will be held $25,413,305 THE COST OF STRIKES Much interest is manifested in the ing by escaping ammonia in the cold
position similar to that of President boys employed when the deniand for and schools. There is a large_amount January 1 insteadM/f 15 per cent., as
® french’s grove (formerly H. K.
Philadelphia, Aug. 16.—In the first candidacy of Mrs. Schwenk. Her en storage section of the company’s plant.
Boyer’s) one milew northeast of Col- six months of this year 323 strikes thusiasm, general experience, and All got out of the cellar without as Poincare, of France, when lie opened labor was at its height have since of educational property in the town originally planned, and the manufac
the Versailles conference and then re -. returned to non-gainful home work ship—Bryn Mawr part of Haverford turers’ tax on cereal beverages 6 cents
•egeville, on Saturday, August 27,
above all the unselfishness that sistance with the exception of Fred.
‘“21. The day will be a record-break-. cost Pennsylvania workers an aggre prompts her to give her time and at Behner. The latter, was rescued by tired from actual participation in the or to school, and these are included in College and a score or more of big a gallon instead of 12 cents.
Under plans adopted by the party
preparatory schools, and the public
®r for sports and contests for liberal gate of more than $25,413,305 in tention to the best interests of the the chief engineer, Otto Knapps Beh- proceedings.
the estimated 5,735,000 jobless. /
alone, according to figures
President Harding’s close advisers
conference the bill will be taken up in
Prizes. All grangers are requested wages
The
department
cited
figures
show
schools.
nef
was
dragged
out
unconscious
but
township deserves 'the assistance of
the House at 11 a. m. Wednesday un
*nd all friends invited to attend. Bas compiled by William J. Tracy, Direc all who have the welfare of school it is believed that he will recover. He are said to feel that, by keeping away ing the unemployed among factory
tor
of
the
Bureau
of
Mediation
in
the
from details of'the disarmament dis workers in New York. According to
der a special rule calling for a final
est lunch.
was
rushed
to
Montgomery
Hospital
DEAD
BOY
FOUND
ALONG
RAILS.
State Department of Labor and In work at heart. We are satisfied Mrs.
cussions, he can reserve his efforts for New York State authorities the num
vote at ‘3 p. m. Saturday. T,wo days
2t
COMMITTEE.
in
a
private
auto.
dustry. This fact is set forth in a Schwenk will exercise good judgment
the more important features and be so ber of factory workers employed was
Donald, 12 year old son of James will be given over to general debate
in
all
matters
appertaining
to
the
report Mr. Tracy delivered to Com
placed as to act as mediator for all the 447,000 less fhan in June, 1921, than Landis, of South Hatfield, was found and two days to consideration of
Will Enter Ursinus College.
delegates >jn any disagreement that it was in March, 1920. If the same lifeless, Friday evening, along the amendments .under the five-minute
EIGHTY-NINE WOMEN ON JURY missioner Clifford B. Connelley of requirements of this service.
the Labor Department.
Lester A. Kohr, who will enter Ur might threaten the success, of the con-' proportion of factory workers em tracks of the North Penn Branch of rule, with amendments of committee
LISTS.
According to Mr. Tracy’s report the
DEATH OF DR. EISENBERG.
ployed held good'-thruout the nation, the Reading R. R., near South Hatfield members given preference.
sinus College next fall, is one of a ference.
The Women of Montgomery county financial loss caused by strikes in
„ Not only has the President placed the total jobless among factory work station. Apparently, the lad had been
Democratic members of the House
class
of
eighty
who
was
graduated
Dr. P. Y. Eisenberg, one of the from The Moody Bible Institute of Secretary Hughes at the head of the ers thruout the country would be struck by a passing train.
jyfil be well represented in the jury the first six months of this year is
plaq to hold a caucus to-morrow after
®x at the Criminal and Civil sessions, greater than that for any full year oldest physicians of Norristown, died Chicago, August 11.
American delegates, but Tie also has 2,825,000, the department estimated.
The boy was missed from hia home noon to decide upon a course of ac
? .ch will continue for a period of since the bureau was established in Saturday night. at the home Of his
turned ovep to the State Department
and when he' failed to return, members tion while the measure is undèr con
our weeks, beginning Monday, Sep-- 19161 Mr. Tracy .gave the following son in that borough. He'was one of
-.
.,
,
. i the task of clearing away all the deof the household began to make in- sideration. They also are expected to
Mrs.:Jacob Solomon, of East Mauch quiry as to his whereabouts. Shortly determine whether Democrats, oh thè
the founders and for 10 years the * rr
mber 12 . .Eighty-nine women, most statistics on causes:
—
*
u
/
,
. | tails
remaining
to be disposed
of beof
George,
6
-year-old
son
of
Michael
>__
iV
.
_
__
__________
£
Ti
Chunk,
celebrated
her
"91st
birthday
Wages, 184; hours, 14; union,. 21; president of Charity (now Montgom
? 'them married, and not a few prom
fore the conference meets. '■It is un
before ten o’clock,- the small form was Ways and Means Committee shall file
inent
• affairs in—their respective
- y
__ m
working conditions, 8 ; wages and ery) Hospital. He was also a tfivil Ovendosh, of Pottstown.
derstood that the Chief Executive anniversary.
found in a secluded, spot. The condi a minority report.
^.bimunities, have lmen called to sit hours,^69; wages and working condi- war ^ te ra n . The wife died five yèars
Mrs. Adam Gruber, aged 83, -who j intends to supervise only the more
Erection of the new bridge over the tion bf the body indicated that death
Meanwhile. the .full committee will *.
vth the male* residents of the coun- tions, 2 ; hours and union, .2 1 ; union ago. The surviving children are Dr. died in Reading, leaves 37 grand chil- , important moves and has encouraged Schuylkill River between Royersford had ensued some time previous to the meet to pass finally upon the bill, but
y, in passing judgment on various ' and conditions, 2?, and wages, union J. Lawrence, of Norristown, .and Ed dren, 36 great-grandchildren and-two j the department to work out lesser and Spring City, has been deferred ¡finding of the body. There is no idea j thjs is.expected to be a mere formward N., of Detroit.
great-gregt-grandchildren.
I problems on its own” responsibility.
.•
land condition«, 1 .
until next spring.
| as to how he met his death. *
. | ality.
AGAIN TIE FOR LEAD.

CHURCH SERVICES.
ment, nevertheless, it is the opinion of
the Auditors that the payment of a sum
Trinity Reformed Ohureh,- Oollegevllle,
of more than $60.00 in excess of the actual
amount due could be the result only of Rev. William S. Olapp, pastor, Services for
OF THET RECEIPTS AND DISBURSE gross negligence and carelessness on the next Shnday as follows: Sunday School at
MENTS OF MONIES OF UPPER part of those charged with the proper dis
PROVIDENCE SCHOOL DISTRICT, bursement of thé Board's finances. Grlf- 9 a. m. Two adult Bible classes, one tor men
MONTGOMERY COUNTY, PENNSYL fen’s bill was improperly rendered as it and one for women. Yon are cordially in
VANIA, FOR THE FISCAL YEAR did not show days and dates on which vited to Join one of these classes. Ohnrch
P U B L I S H E D
E V E R Y
T H U R S D A Y .
ENDING JUNE 30, ’1921, AND RE services were performed nor did it show
w% m
PORT OF THE AUDITORS OF SAID quantities of materials nor the places at 10 a. m. Junior and Senior congregations
SCHOOL DISTRICT RELATIVE TO where the services were performed with worshipping together. Junior O. E., 1.80
DISBURSEMENTS OF SAID SCHOOL sufficient specificness to be intelligèntly p, m. Senior, O, E„ 8.80 p. m, Church at
FUNDS
passed upon by the Auditors. Proceedings 7.80 p, m. Services every Sunday evening
OOLLEGEVILLE, MONTGOMERY COUNTY, PA.
RECEIPTS
of this nature are in violation of the
at 7.80: short sermon and good music by
School Code and are to be condemned.
Tax duplicate ................ $18,820.80
7. Order No. 81 and check of the same the choir. All most cordially invited,
Less errors and exonerations 661.30
number, bearing date of November 13,
Augustus Lutheran Church, Trappe, Rev.
1920, to H. M. Hopkins, in the' sum of
$18,159.60
E. S. M O SE R ,
$29.10 would appear to be irregular, and W. O. Fegley, pastor, Sunday Sohool at 9
. . . . 269.92
Penalties added • • • •
mm,
eince the check was endorced by Hopkins o’clock; preaching at 10.16; Evening services
Net duplicate .......................
$18,429.42 to his father-in-law, George J. Harman, at 7.20; Teachers’ meeting on Wednesday
Money borrowed ........................ 15,756.00 who received the proceeds therefrom, the evening.
1.81.25 Auditors are of the opinion that the ma
Teachers' salary aid ...................
St. Luke’s Reformed Chnroh, Trappe, Rev.
State aid ......................................
1,356.50 terials, supplied to the School Board and
Thursday, A u gu st I S , 1 9 2 1 ,
Sale of heater ...........................
100.00 for which a statement was rendered by H. S. L. Messlnger, D. D„ pastor. Sunday
For Dairy Cows
M.
Hopkins
oh
November
13,
1920,
were
Sale of book ...".......................... *
1-00
Here is a dairy feed combination that
Interest on d ep osits......................
67.80 actually supplied by George J. Hallman, a School at 8.46 a. m. Preaching at 10 a. m.
and
7.46
p.
m.
Meeting
of
the
Junior
member
of
the
School
Board,
and
that
Sale of Iron .........................
4.65
has proven a winner wherever used.
A MEMORIAL TABLET TO COL. INGERSOLL,
the name of H. M. Hopkins was used in a League at 2 p. m. Meeting of the Heidel
Return from Benjamin Hardware
By feeding these two feeds in com
Company ...........................
7.50 manner so as to benefit George J. Hall berg League at 7. p. m. Bible Study
bination you will have the most sim
Sale of lumber ...........................
2.30 man, a member of the School Board in
A memorial tablet to Colonel Robert G. Ingersoll was dedicated Transportation
returned . . . .
19.64 violation of the School Code, which pro meeting on Wednesday evening at 8.00
ple, easy-to-feed ration possible to
hibits
thé
members
of
the
School
Board
o’clock.
All
are
most
cordially
invited
to
invitations sold
10.85
compound—one that will not only
on Thursday of last week at Diesdeu, N. Y ., the place of bis birih Commencement
Balance from 1920 ........................
.47 from selling supplies to the School Board attend the services
produce exceptional results in milk
of which they are a member. It is rec
production and keep your cows in the very
eighty-eight years ago. About two thousand persons, including Total .................... .................... $36,935.78 ommended that George J. Hallman be, com St, James’ church, Perkiomen, Norman
best
physical condition,^but will also save
pelled
to
returp
to
the
treasury
of
the
Stockett, Rector : 10 a. m . Holy Com
EXPENDITURES
you a lot of time and labor and the guess
many neighbors and friends of the Ingersoll family in Dresden atitj
School District the said sum of $29.10,
work incident to your own mixing.
Labor and repairs ........................$ 778.03 \9hich the Auditors feel was irregularly munion, 10.80 a. m., Morning Prayer. 2.80
. . ......................... ..
2, 237.16 paid. The minutes of the School Board p. m , Sunday School,
vicinity and notable persons from different parts of the United Tuition
These feeds are manufactured by
22.60 are again silent as to what members of
Truant officer ................ .............
St. Clare’s Church, Roman Cathollo. Mass
The Quaker Oats Co., the leading feed man
77.10 the Board affirmatively authorized the
Furniture
.......
..............^..........
.
States, were in attendance. Cojonel Isaac H . Elliott told of the Interest on loans ........................ \ 146,95
ufacturers in the world. Thèse feeds are
at
Collegevllle
every
Sunday
at.
8
a.
m.
•
at
payment of this money. If Hallman can
the
result of long experience and have the
87.78 not be Individually, surcharged, then the Green Lane at 9.80, and at East.Greenville
...........................
Many people took advantage of the many fine values that
endorsement of the foremost dairymen.
part played by Ingersoll in the civil war as Colonel of the Eleventh Commencement
260.00 Auditors find it their duty to recommend at 10 a. m.; William A. Buesser, Rector,
Salaries of officers ........................
Let us supply you with these result^
were offered to them during this sale. Did you? If not,
200.00 that all of the members of the Board be
Mont Clare Fire Hall . . . .
Illinois Cavalry. Albert Bigelow Paine, secretary and biographer of Rent:
EVansburg
M.
E.
Church.—Sunday
Sohool
producing
feeds,
25.00 surcharged for this improper disbursement.
Solicitor's fee ................................
don’t neglect this opportunity to
Fuel
..............................
1, 677.27
8. Orders Nos. 87, 133, 160, 199, 225, 262 at 9.80 a. m. Preaching at 10.80 a. m. and 7.80
the late Mark Twain, described the life-long friendship between Insurance
OOLLEGEVILLE MILLS
70.95 and 290 and checks drawn pursuant thereto p. m. Prayer meeting, Wednesday evening.
........................................
24.37 to S. H. Yocum, a member of the School
Collegevllle, Pa,
freight and postage . . . .
Episcopal Church: St. Paul’s Memorial.
Twain and Ingersoll. Charles W. Price, of'the Lotos Club, re Cartage,
72.96 Board, appear to. bave been drawn in pay
Printing and advertising ...............
Commission to tax collector . <. . . . 921.39 ment of transportation for pupils con Oaks, the Rev’d Caleb Cresson, Rector.
viewed in part the life of the great orator and thinker, and fearless Attending conventions .............
9.34 veyed in the School District. Since the Sunday Services—9.00 a. m.. 10.46 a. m.,
retirement fund ........... 625.72 checks are drawn, however, to the order 7.46 p. m, Weekdays, 8.30 a, m., 12 and 5p, m.
exponent of the just rights and liberties of every human Being and Teachers’
60.00
Enrollment
.....................................
of a member of the School Board and
repaid ................................,.12,.940.00 since the minutes do not show to whom Everybody welcome. Thé Rector residing in
gave the following extract from an absolutely unprepared address de Loans
3.90 the funds were disbursed, the Auditors the rectory at Oaks P. O. Pa., Bell ’phone
Filing statement ...........................
Cleaning and fumigating ............... 135.35 feel constrained to raise objection to the Phcenlxvllle 6-86-J 1-1 gladly responds when
livered by Colonel Ingersoll July 2, 1895:
Books
................ - ......................... 923.32 highly improper practice of the members his ministrations are desired. Send your
A GREAT STORK WIDE CLEARANCE means the
8.00 of the School Board in issuing orders in
House bill—Mrs. S. H. Yocum
name and address for parish paper. St.
SAVING
OF MANY DOLLARS for those who are thrifty
,165.39
Supplies
.........
1:
favor
of
a
member
of
the
Board
and
in
“ We are all pupils of nature; we are taught by the countless Floor oil ........... ..................... .
86.30 issuing checks pursuant to said orders Paul's Epistle, for free dlstribntlon.
O O L L E G E V IL L E , PA.
enough to buy their needs now. For the time is coming
194.00 iikewise in the name of a member of the
Janitors
.........................
..........
Mennonlte Brethren in Christ, Graterthings that touch us on every side, by field and flower and star and Transportation ........... ...........
423.92 Board. The above orders and checks
when they will find merchandise cannot be bought at prices
SOLB A G E N T FO B
67.60 are respectively in the amounts of $111.08, ford, Rev. R. W. Dickert, Pastor. Sunday
cinders ......................
cloud and river and sea, where the waves break into white-caps, and Hauling
as low as they are now.
7.00 $55.44, $55.44, $47.62, $61.48, $51.48, $51.48. School at 9.16 a. m. ; preaching at 10.16 a.
Auditors and filing statement
Teachers’ salaries ........................13,,644.01 It is recommended that the members of m. every Sunday. Every other Sunday
by the prairie, and by the mountain that lifts its granite forehead in Miscellaneous
7.46 the School Board thru S. H. Yocum, one of preaching in the evening at 7.80 o’clock.
the members thereof, be asked to produce
the sun—all things in nature touches us, educate us, sharpen us,
Total ................................ *36,897.86 vouchers from the various parties to whom Every other Sunday evening at HarleysTHINGS SEEM MUCH BETTER ALREADY. The
UNEXCELLED
Balance on haqd ..................... . ■ 37.93 funds were disbursed for transportation. vllle.
outlook
for crops is big. The machinery of industry is
cause the heart to bud, to burst, it may be, into blossom to produce
In the absence of these vouchers the Audi
River Brethren, Graterford. Preaching
$36,935.78 tors cannot escape the unpleasant duty
again puttipg on some speed ; that means more business,
fruit. No man 'believes more in the nobility and splendor of
imposed upon them by law in surcharging at 7.80 p. m.
and you who are quick to think will know that means more
members of the Board authorizing and
Graterford Chapel. Preaching at 7.80 p. m.
Comments and Report of Auditors with the
humanity than I do; no man feels more grateful than I to the self-, reference
the issuance of said orders and
of a demand for merchandise. Prices are as low now as
to items of expenditure, which directing
checks.
The
minutés
having
been
very
Auditors are unanimously of the loosely kept by the Secretary of the Board,
denying and heroic, splendid souls who have made this world fit for the
they
will be.
v
FIRST-CLASS
opinion and judgment have been improper
not show who voted affirmatively upon
PROFESSIONAL
CARDS.
ly, irregularly and illegally expended and do
these
items
and
the
presumption
is
that
men and women to live in .”
for wlueh the members of the Sehool all of the members present' voted thereon
Board of the aforesaid District are sur and must be equally surcharged.
y ÿ ' Z. A N D ER S, M. D „
In continuing his address Mr. Price, who announced that be charged as appears hereinafter.
’Die Auditors are amazed to find the fre
quency
with
which
checks
have
been
1. The Auditors are of the opinion that
Practising Physician,
had been reared and was now a Methodist, said :
Order No. 40, dated October 9, 1920, au drawn by members of the School Board to
C andies, P ies, Etc.
thorizing payment to George J. Hallman, the order of individual members thereof, a
Successor to S. B. Horning. M. D.,
practice
long
since
held
to
be
exceedingly
a
member
of
the
School
Board,
the
sum
“ The words quoted from the utterances of this supremely gifted of $25.00 for cleaning of Mont Clare school, bad and condemned by the Courts in. this
j®
” ORDERS FOR WEDDINGS, I
OOLLEGEVILLE; PA.
F U N E R A L S and P A R T IE S I
and check bearing like date, drawn to his State. /
Telephone in office. Office hoursuntil «
orator, this poet, whose melodious voice was ever rich and warm and order
in payment thereof, is in violation
12-25
9. Order No. 117 and check pursuant
| promptly attended to.
Section 226 of the Sohool Code of the thereto to the order of H. M. Hopkins, in a. m.
sympathetic, give but one view of a many sided man. Col. Inger of
State of Pennsylvania, which prohibits the süm of $81.00 both dated December 11,'
Directors tjeom being paid for ser 1920, are deemed to be irregular and Il £ ) B . J. 8. M ILLER.
soll was eminent in the law, a wise, farseeing counsellor; he was School
vices other than as authorized under the legal by the Auditors for the same rea
provisions of said Code. Said check bears sons as-set forth in Paragraph No. 7 above
gentle, he was kind, he was a devoted and loyal husband and father; only the endorsement of said George J. and commenting upon order No. 81 and
Homeopathic Physician
who, undoubtedly, obtained the surcharge thereon. A similar surcharge is
OOLLEGEVILLE.
PA. Office hours: Sun
he could not bear to witness, suffering without attempting in some Hallman,
proceeds therefrom. It is the opinion of made with reference to order No. 117 un
days and Thursdays—9 to 10 a. m. only.
the Auditors that it is very bad, irregular der discussion except that the amount of
Other
days—
8
S
O
to
10 a. m., 1 to 2 and 6.80
way to relieve it; he was beloved by all who came within thé sphere and improper practice for School Boards this surcharge is $31.00.
m.
to issue orders and to draw checks pur
10. Order No. 251 and check drawn pur toIf8 p.
possible
leave
calls
In morning.
of his Tnagnetic, ever boyish personality. His analytical and search suant thereto in favor of the Board or suant thereto, both dated April 9, 1921, to
T. BANKS WILSON .
’Phone Bell 52.
2-20
members thereof. Said sum having been the order of Herbert Stierley in the sum of
ing mind and rare reasoning powers, with his unexcelled, if ever improperly paid to and received by said $67.80 is considered by the Auditors to
George J. Hallman, a member of said be an irregular and illegal disbursement of
ELECTRICAL CONTRACTOR
equaled, gift of beautiful and impressive expression, made him School' Board, it is recommended by the public funds for the reasons that the J g A . KRUSEN, M . D„
Auditors that the said George J. Hallman check is endorsed by Stierley to George J.
T H E B E T T E R PEACE TO SH O P”
NORRISTOWN.
PA.
be
called
upon
to
repay
said
sum
into
the
the most conspicuous of. those who questioned religious beliefs.
Hallman, by whom Stierley was employed,
treasury of Upper Providence School Dis and it is apparent that George J. Hallman,
COLLEGEVILLE,
PA.
OFFICE: BOYER ARCADE. HotiaS
He is accordingly surcharged in the a -member of thé School Board was the
* * * One incident and I have finished. A friend related to me trict.
amount of $26.00 illegally paid to and re actual contracting party and received the 8to 9, 2 to 8, 7 to 8. Sundays, 1 to 2 only.
Day phone, Boyer Arcade, Bell 1170.
consideration for the services rendered.
that one afternoon he was hurrying along Broadway, New York, ceived by .him as aforesaid.
N ight phone: Residence, 1218 W. Main
2. Order No. 41, dated October 9, 1920, This conclusion is borne out by the min
utes of February 12. 1921,. wherein Mr. St„ Bell 716.
with Col. Ingersoll to attend an important meeting of directors of a authorized the payment to George J. Hall Hallman
was authorized to haul clndçrs
man, a member of the School Board, the
on
the school grounds of the Port Provi
sum
of
$52.00
for
floor
oil.
Check
bearing
large corporation. A little cur dog was seen at the curb with a hurt
Naturally the question j J U . S. D. CORNISH,
like number and-like date, in payment of dence school.
arises in the minds of the Auditors, if Mr.
foot lifted in the air, whimpering in pain. Instantly Col. Ingersoll said order, is drawn to the order of George Hallman
was authorized to haul the cin
J. Hallman in said amount and bears only
DENTIST,
endorsement of George J. Hallman. ders why was the bill rendered therefor
stopped, took it in his arms and carried it to a drug store, where he the
The bill for 60 .gallons of oil, to in the name of Herbert Stierley. one of Mr.
TO MAKE YOUR BOOK MOKE 2
OOLLEGEVILLE, PA
with one baTrel containing same, Hallman’s employees? The bill is irreg
cleansed and bandaged the injured foot, while thé poor, dumb, gether
in the amount of $52.00 was rendered Sep ular and insufficient in that it contains Bell ’phone 27-Y .
ENJOYABLE
2
tember 17, 1920, by Fenimore Oil Company, lumping charges and is not sufficiently
homeless animal licked the tender hànd that brought it relief, ex Norristown,
itemized
as
to
days
and
dates
on
which
Pa., on their billhead and on
You should be able to see the 2
JQ R . F R A N K B B A N D B E T H ,
face shows that if paid within thirty hauling was done and the quantities of
type easily' and without strain, 'J
pressing the gratitude that it could not speak. Then Col. Ingersoll its
days from the date thereof a discount of cinders hauled. Since George J. Hallman,
(Successor to Dr.Ohas. Ryckman,)
and follow through page after 5
was obtainable by the School Board, a member of the School Board, would ap
and my frfend walked on to the board meeting of eminent financiers $16.66
The auditors are unable to see any pear to be the beneficiary in this transac
page"without effort.
L x
DENTIST,
justification or necessity for the payment of tion, the Auditors - feel that he should be
A slight change in your glasses 2
waiting for him. Such deeds, my listeners, I verily believe are any monies in connection with this pur called upon to repay into the treasury of ROYERSFORD, PA. Practical Dentistry
maymake a remarkable differ- %
chase directly to George J. Hallman, a the Schoor Board the sum or $67.60, paid
at honest priées.
golden milestones on the way to an eternal heaven.”
member of the School Board. This order illegally as above. The said George J.
ence
in your reading.
5?
Hallman
is
surcharged
in
the
amount
of
and payment pursuant thereto being in
It will cost you nothing to find >?
violation of the provisions of the School $67.60. "Should the surcharge against him
Surely, Colonel Robert G. Ingersoll will continue to live in his Code and highly irregular and grossly im not be sustained, then the Auditors recom I l R.. M ILLER ,
out.* We will gladly 'make the -5
proper, and it appearing that the said mend that all of the members of the
necessary examination and guar-' 54
tory as one of the greatest, noblest, and truest friends of mankind Hallman profited personally to the- extent Board, who authorized said payment and
OOLLEGEVILLE.
PA.
antee you satisfaction.
of $16.66 (the discount) it is recommended the issuance of said order, should be sur
equally. Since the minutes are
that ever breathed the breath of life on this planet. He pilloried that George J.-Hallman, a member of said charged
No drops used..
2
COLLECTOR
OF
T
A
X
E
S
silent
as
to
which
of
the
individual
mem
Board, be ordered to return and refund
authorized the same, all, therefore,
religious creeds and dogmas because he could find no ground upon to the treasury of said School District the bers
K.
R.
STONE,
Optometrist,
.
must
be
considered
equally
culpable,
but
'
INSURANCE
12
sum of $62.00 illegally paid. The said
School Director Hallman, appearing to
£
With
W.
L.
Stone,
2
which to stand to support them, but he always and most gener George J. Hallman is accordingly sur be
the beneficiary, in our judgment should
charged in- the amount of $52.00 illegally
to and received by him as aforesaid. bear the burden of the surcharge.
¡1 210 High Street, Pottstown, Pa. w
ously granted to every individual the perfect right not to believe paid
We feel Uiat if the Directors, make a JJO R A C E L . SAYLOR,
Since the minutes of the School Board are
silent as to which members of the School payment’ which is characterized as il
£
Bell ’Phone 321-w
£
as he believed.
He insisted upon tolerance one toward the Board
authorized payment of said sum, legal and unwarranted under the School
Justice of the Peace,
the presumption is that all of the mem Code, if they pay out money which they
other, regardless of diverging viewpoints, and insisted that every bers
of said Board approved payment on have no right to pay out thereunder, then
order and the Auditors have no other the District that they represent suffers a OOLLEGEVILLE. PA. Real estate bought
man and woman should be f r e e to express their own honest the
alternative than to surcharge all the mem financial loss to the amount of money paid and sold; conveyancing, Insurance,
of said Board for said improper pay out. This, also, regardless of the fact
Avoid Staleness.
thoughts, opinions and beliefs. Human progress, the continuing bers
ment, which is accordingly done,, if the sur that the District may have received some
You can avoid staleness if you have
charge against Mr. Hallman is not sus thing for it. ‘If the Director or Directors T H O M A S H A L L M A N ,
betterment and the increasing happiness of mankind d e p e n d , tained. chargeable w ith such payments had not
will power enough to assert yourself.
made the illegal payments, the funds
3. The minutes of the meeting of the would
Attorney-at-Law
Like the fabled hero of the ancients
m u st d e p e n d upon the widening application of tested humén knowl School
have remained in the Treasury and
Board of July 24, 1920, show that the School
District would be that much
who grew stronger every time an ad
E. Carmack, a daughter of C. C. ahead of their
present financial condition. 515 SWEDE STREET, NORRISTOWN, PA
edge and the lessening of u n r e a s o n in g in t o l e r a n c e r e s p e c t in g Ruth
Carmack, a member of the School Board, While
our
conclusions
appear to the
At my residence, next door to National versary threw him to ther ground you
was selected as a substitute teacher at a memberV of the Boardmay
to impose heavy
questions of faith and belief b e y o n d the realm of ascertained and salary of $92.50, and the said Ruth E. Car
can “come back” If you go to mother
upon them, nevertheless, unpleas Bank, Collegeville, every evening.
mack was paid, pursuant to order No. 22 burdens
earth.
Get out Into the o£en. Go to
ant
as
It
is
to
each
of
us,
we
feel
that
as
verified facts, in general and detail, concerning human existence.
dated October 9. 1920, the sum of $92.50 Auditors, duly elected by the qualified V J A Ï N B r . l o n g s t r e t h ,
the streams where the fishes play.
for services as a substitute teacher at electors of our District, we would be con
Port Providence for a period of one
Ollmb the hills where you will be com
*0 remiss in the performance of our
month. Your Auditors being mindful of sidered
Attorney-at-Law,
and would be open to serious cen
pelled
to pant good air Into the lower
the provisions of the School Code feel that duties
sure at the hands of the taxpayers of our
this teacher was never regularly employed Township
SUGGESTIVE ASTRONOMICAL MEASUREMENTS.
were we to waiver or falter in 4*20 Ohestnnt Street, - - Philadelphia, Pa. lungs. ''Chase the wild things of the
and, therefore, was illegally paid; since the slightest
degree in the performance of
Rooms 712-718,
forest and then try to outdo the thunSection 1207 of the School Code provides
sworn duties. Thus the above several
George Ellery Hale, in Scribner’s^ for July, gives an account of that where, among other relatives, a our
ders with unrestrained-halloes and see
items
of
surcharge
against
George
J.
Hall
daughter of a school director is employed
individually, were mentioned and J ACOB C. BROW ER
what nature will do for you. There’s
the measurements and relative dimensions of “ Giant Stars^’ many, to teach in the school district in which the man,
Sales advertised in the Independent
George J. Hallman, C. C. Carmack,
parent, or relative, is a director the af against
something In the careless abandon of
Frank B. Murray, S. H. Yocum and David
attract bidders and buyers.
many times larger than the Sun^central orb of our solar system. firmative vote of | of the members of Rittenhouse,
jointly,
as
members
of
the
Justice
of
the
Peace
nature-that
puts
fitness
Into
the
whole
the Board of School Directors must appear
Board of said District.
Mr. Hale makes particular reference to Betelgeuse. To enable the in the minutes authorizing said employ School
We, the undersigned Auditors, having PORT PROVIDENCE, PA. Real Estate man.—G rit
ment. Your Auditors are unable to find carefully
A he accounts of the
and Insurance, Conveyancing and Col
reader to partly comprehend the dimensions of this gaseQUS mass of any recorded vote whatsoever with refer treasury ofexanjlned
Upper Providence School Dis
leotlng.
8-1
ence to this teacher’s employment and un trict, and having
TRAPPE, PA. How to Tell.
carefully
investigated
and
their sworn oath have no other altern made inquiries concerning disbursements,matter comparison is made with the Sun, and'Arcturus, as fjfllows: der
It Is quite easy to toll how long a
ative than to surcharge all of the mem which
are considered improper and which ]y£O R V IN W . GODSHALL
man has been married by the way he
of said Sehool Board for this irreg the minutes
Diameter-of the Sun, 866,000 miles; diameter of Arcturus, 19,000,- bers
of the said Board, as record
ular expenditure of public funds. The five ed
do
not justify, do hereby certify .that
;a
)
speaks to his wife. If he says" “My
OOLLEGEVILLE,
PA.
members
of
the
School
Board
are
accord
above is- a true and correct statement
000 miles; diameter of Beteleuse, 215,000,000 miles.
darling wife,’’ that means three
ingly jointly surcharged in the amount of the
of the conclusion of our audit completed
1
A. ,D. 1921.
Two hundred and fifteen million miles' in diameter 1 There $92.60.
4. The Auditors find that pursuant to this 19th day ofJ. July,
Insurance ~~ Fire
Automobile months! #“wlfey,” six months ; “the
R. DAVÏS
wife,” one year; “Mrs. Blank,” two or
order
No.
45 dated October 9, 1920, the
JOS.
SHRAWDER
are strong astronomical reasons to assume that the gaseous, luminous sum of $573.29
was paid to Gilbert & GulCompensation, Etc.
three years; “the missus,” five or six
T. W. PENNYPACKER
din, Pottstown, Pa., for miscellaneous sup
Auditors, Upper Providence Township
mass termed Beteleuse is ju st one great solar system in embryo'll plies of the second class. The minutes o f
years; “mother,” seven years.; “my
School District.
none of the meetings df the said School
better half,” ten years; “the old lady,”
PO LEY,
Since space, in its infinity, is beyond measurement there is' Board
■i / ..¿L i-51'*discloses proper advertising for
twenty years; "grandma,” twenty-nine
competitive bids, etc., in compliance with
ASSETS:
No
effort spared to meet the fullest
obviously, ample room for an'incomprehensible number of masses Section 70$ of the School Code, requiring Real estate ................................ $18,000.00
years; “Mrs. Blank,” forty-two years;
Contractor and Bnilder,
advertisement and submission by compet Personal* property ....................
760.00
expectations of those who engage my
“Jane,” fifty years.—Portland Oregon
of matter of the dimensions of the. largest of the Giant Stars known itive bidders of Sealed bids where supplies
TRAPPE, PA.
services.
$18,750.00
of the second class are being purchased
ian.
to astronomers. About three-fourths.of • the stars obsei’ved'on a in an amount in excess of $300.09. The LIABILITIES:................................. $6350.00 Prompt and accurate In building construe’
Trains meLat all stations. Prompt at
tion. Estimates cheerfully famished.
amount of the supplies purchased, for
tention to calls by telephone or telegraph.
clear, moonless-night, are of about the "'same temperature as> that of which statement was rendered as of Au
. Theocratic Government.
gust 3, 1920, is $573.29 and, therefore, has
O. SHALLCROSS
Theocracy was the name given to a
Puncture-Resisting Tire,
been illegally paid. Since the minutes of
Beteleuse.
the Board do not show who authorized
system of government by ecclesiastical
A
newly
patented
puncture-resisting
purchase, without bids, etc., the pre
Contractor and Bnilder
Something to think about I How small the earth I How in the
authorities, professedly In the name of
sumption Is that all of the members tacitly tire has two ring-shaped sections of
GRATERFORD, PA.
agreed
thereto
and
the
Auditors
are
con
and unde? the direction of heaven ftmolded
rubber
sponge,
one
fitting
significant is man— how limited his knowledge; how peurile and strained to surcharge all of the members
All kinds of buildings erected. Cement self. The priests claimed to rule un
COLLEGE V IL L E , ,PA.
within
the
other,
and
the
whole
closely
of
the
said.Board
for
this
.unlawful
and
childish are many of his assumptions !
work done. Estimates cheerfully furn der the immediate sovereignty of God,
unwarranted payment. The five members filling the tire casing. The inner ring ished.
ll-90-Àm
of the Board are accordingly Jointly sur
and the revelations announced as com
occupies the center of the tire. It
charged in the sum of $573.29.
O W A B D E. B A L D W IN
ing from the deity were given out as
5. Your Audtors are of the judgment is of variable size, and serves as a ,
From Doylestown Intelligencer.
that order No. 48 and check No< 48 drawn
the civil law of the state. The people
pursuant thereto, both dated October 9, wedge to spread out the outer ring.
of ancient Israel weNe under such a
1920, and being drawn to the order of H. The larger it is the more it com
Contractor
and
Builder
m
• 20,000,000 ILLITERATE.
M. Hopkins are Irregular to the extent of presses the air cells, and the greater
government from the time of the Exo
p§|i m
'G m i
OOLLEGEVILLE, PA. Estimates cheer
$175.00, which would appear to be the sum
dus
until
the
Accession
of
King
Saul.
by the'School Board for 35 school, the pressure on the tire. The air fully furnished. Bungalow sites for sale,
No more striking illustration of the need for better educational paid
,6-2
desks at $5.00 each. Section 707 of the cells, existing in great number, 'are and bungalows built to order.
School
prohibits the purchase of
1 5 i-Lg¿áá«
facilities in this country is needed than the recently made assertion desks orCode
Lifted Horizons.
other supplies of the first class claimed to give greater resilience than
j V ' C, RAMBO,
$100 or more, without the Board,
While all melts under our feet, we
that 5,000,000 persons can neither read nor write and .that four costing
first having solicited sealed quotations the single air-inflated inner tube.
may well grasp at any exquisite“ pas
from two or more persons, manufacturers
Furnishing Undertaker and
times that number are unable to read a newspaper or write a letter. or
Painter and Paperhanger
dealers in such supplies. Your Auditors
American’ Shrub Appreciated.
sion, or any contribution to knowledge
have learned. that H. M. Hopkins is a
(She American shrub which has been
that seems by a lifted horizon to set
This condition indicates the need, first, of compulsory attendance son-in-law of George J. Hallman, a mem
OOLLEGEVILLE, PA.
Embalmer.
received with great appreciation in
ber - of the School Board, and is not
the spirit free for a moment, or any
laws in every State; second, more schools; third, more teachers, so dealer in desks or school supplies, and England, and which grows well there, Latest designs of wall paper.
1-18
Funerals entrusted to my charge will
stirring of the senses, strange dyes,
further report that the check No. 48, which
that pupils will get more personal attention. The payment of better was paid to H. M. Hopkins, was endorsed is the gorgeous flame azalea, called by
strange colors, and curious odors,
receive my careful and painstaking at
J O H N H . W A LD RO N
by him to George J. Hallman, a member
or work of the artist’s hands, or the
tention.
’Phone No. 18 .
salaries to teachers should result in getting better instructors for the of the School Board who,, apparently re the botanists azalea calendulaceum.
This
plant
was
sent
to
Europe
many
face of one’s friends.—Walter Pater,
ceived the consideration therefor and
PAPER HANGER
young people of tins country. • With such a large percentage of would appear to be the principal in the years ago, and perhaps is not grown so
In The Renaissance.
transaction in violation of the provisions
the School Code. Since George J. Hall widely how as it has been in the past, OOLLEGEVILLE, PA. Window shades'to
illiterate people it is not surprising that there are so many victims of of
man, a member of the School Board, owing to the great influx of rhododen
order. Estimates cheerfully furnished
Impartial..
appear to be the beneficiary in this
radical propagandists, or enemies of good government. Oue of the would
LIMERICK, PA.
’Phone 117-R-8
8
An English clergyman, Father Black,
transaction, the Auditors feel that he dron varieties.
be called upon to repay into the
spent
a
great
deal
of
his
time
visiting
best safeguards of democratic government is good schools, schools should
treasury of the School Btoard the sum of
prisons and trying to reform the In
$175.00, paid illegally as above. The said
Rubbing It l i v
W 8. KOON8,
which really prepare young people for usefulness to themselves and George
J. Hallman is surcharged in the
mates. On one occasion a houseShe
(bitterly)—“My
parents
literal
of $175.00. Should the surcharge
SOHWENKSVILLE, PA.,
A N D D E A L E R IN
the country, and give them sensible id$jas and ideals of government amount
breaker said to him gratefully: “I must
against him not be sustained, then the Au ly sold me to you.” He (still more
PAINLESS “SWE£T AIR”
ditors recommend that all of the mem bitterly),—“You needn’t twit me with
thank you, sir, for what you have done
Fresh
Beef,
Veal, Lamb, Smoked
Slater
and
Roofer;
.
bers of the Board, who authorized said
payment and the issuance of said order, my unfortunate financial Investment." And dealer in Slate, Slate Flagging, Gray for me. Therg. was a time when I
•Meats
and
Pörk in. Season
Stone, etc. Estimates famished. Work knew-nothing of God or of the devil,
F rom Edinburgh Scotsman: “ Well, of all the ways of rankin’ a should be surcharged equally. Since the —Boston Transcript.
DENTIST
contracted at lowest prices.
iminutes are' silent as to wjrii'h of the in
Patrons
in
Collegeville,
Trappe, and
either,, but somehow you have majle
livin’, ” said Rinks. “ I think literature is about the easiest.” “ The dividual members authorized the same,
vicinity, served every Tuesday, Thursday
The Ear’s Capacity.
ail, therefore, must be considered equally
me love ’em both.” f ,
and Saturday?
: .
The. most practiced ear cannot dis
easiest ! ” “ Yes. I ’ve watched the fellers that do it. All a man’s culpable, but School Director Hallman, ap
We are all sinful, and whatever one
pearing to be the beneficiary, in our tinguish in one second more than from
Your patronage will be appreciated.
judgment should bear the burden of the
got to do is to sit down an’ slide his pen over the paper.”
Classics..
of
us
blames
in
another
each
one
will
surcharge.
nine to twelve successive sounds.
, “Are you an admirer of the clas
find, in his own heart.—Seneca.
6. Order No. 50 and check drawn pur
SALE.-SFarms, residences, hotel»
suant thereto to- the order of Samuel Grifsics?”
F °;iR
building sites—all locations, prices
dated October 9, 1920, shows that
The
manner
of
speaking
is
fiilly
“Yes,”
replied
Miss
Cayenne;
“al
F rom Amsterdam (N. Y .) Herald': Mrs. Knicker— “ Do you fen,
terms.
Also ajiumber of houses in
Griffen was paid the sum of $153.18 altho
Pearls. • )
town* Bridgeport and Conshohocken.
important as the matter, as more though I can’t help regarding It hs
the statement rendered by the said Griffen
The
most
valuable
pearls
are
round;
treat your cook like one of the family ?” - Mrs. Booker— “ No, we was
in the amount of $92.51 only. While
Money to loan on first mortgage.
people have ears Jo be tickled than unfortunate that they are so much eas
It would appear that at a' meeting of the next come the pear-shaped, and last]}
M. C. GOLDBURGH, D. D. S.
have to treat her like two of the fam ily.”
* THOMAS WILSON.
understandings to Judge.—Chester ier t# 6 eace than they are t ; eui.”
Board two months later Griffen gave the the egg-shaped,
Collegevllle, Pa
School Board credit for the excess payfield.

THE INDEPENDENT

ANNUAL STATEMENT

A W IN N IN G
COMBINATION

A Big Sale with Little Prices

WARNER’S

Editor and Proprietor.

, AUGUST

CLEARANCE SALE

SHOP AND SAVE MONEY

KUHNT’S BAKERY
BURDAN'S

ICE CREAMI

CAKES

WARNER’S
Department Store

C harles Kuhnt. |

NORRISTOWN, PA.

Change Blue Monday to a
Happy Monday—
USE

A~NT

APEX ELECTRIC WASHER

, SPRING SPECIALTIES:

GOODYEAR TIRES
MOBILE OILS
LAWN MOWERS
GARDEN TOOLS
PAINTS
and
OILS
GARDEN HOSE
If you contemplate any improvements this
year in Plujnbing, Heating, Lighting or
a Water System, we would be glad to have
your inquiries. We have New arid Lower
Prices.

Collegeiiille,.Pa,

Geo. F. Clamer

Frank W . Shalkop

UNDERTAKER & EM B A LM

Norristown’s

s.

Painless
Dentist

H.

Per. Cent

O

JOHN

L. BECHTEL

^

P ain less M ethods
Low C ost

GOOD W O R K

Follow the Crowd to
LOWEST PRICES
in City.

F. C.

Examinations F ree!

B u t c h e r

150

t Main I f

Open 9 a. m. to 9 p. m.

7

POLEY

(© . 1921, b y M c C lu re N e w s p a p e r S y n d ic a te .)

THE U N I V £ K S A L C A R
A satisfied owner is a' purchaser who gets
real service from the dealer from whom the car
is purchased. Our shop is equipped up-to-the
minute and is now in charge of a very capable
foreman, which will further develop -satisfied
owners.

COAL for ALL Purposes.
And COAL that is GOOD, is the ONLY
KIND we have to offer.
When you use our coal it will not be
found necessary to pile on shovelful
after shovelful, or continually rake out
ashes. . It is clean, free from slate, burns
slowly, and gives intense heat. Can yon
exp<jpt anything, better ? Let us know
your wants and we will quote you a price
that wiR, tempt you ; etc.

We also carry a complete stock of Ford
parts which is essential in said development.
When we sell a Ford car we are desirous of
satisfying. Give us a call and arrange for a
demonstration on either car or tractor.

Perkiomen Bridge Motor
Company

W. H. Gristock’s S ods
COAL, LUMBER, FEED

COL/L.EGEVIL.L.E, P A .

COLLEGEVILLE, PA. .

Bell ’phone 74-R-2

SECOND - HAND CARS

Had His !

LARGE A SSO R T M E N T OF

SECOND - HAND FORD CAR PARTS
AUTOMOBILE, T IR E S

Notice how happy he is—full of life—
color in his cheeks—anxious to play.
Just had his daily bath.
It's a mighty fine habit for young and
old—is the daily bath. It keeps the young
youthful, and makes the old vigorous.
The place for baby and the rest of the
folks to bathe is the modern bathroom—
with the all-white fixtures and shower
that should be installed in every up-todate home. It is sanitary, beautiful in
appearance, and makes bathing a real
pleasure.' Large households should have
more than one.
Phone, write or call for information
and prices. We can serve you to your
advantage.

" •

jggf“ Automobile Service Day or Night.

Henry Tost, Jr., ' Collegeville, Pa.

"Twice tile Results
w ith 2-3 the Fuel.”
When you know how simple this perfect
Heater is in construction, how easy and economi
cal it is to-operate, you yvill realize that its install
ation is an actual economy.

L. S'. SCHATZ
HEATING and PLUMBING

, No matter what system you haye at present
in operation, you should at least investigate the
advantages the F R E E D Heater affords.

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

7-7

For L atest Designs

*-i Call, write or ’phone

—a n d —

Lowest Prices

FREED HEATER COMPANY
Bell and Keystone ’Phones No. 59.
Factory and General Offices, Collegeville, Pa.

H. R. M IL L E R
- CALL ON —

Bell 63-R-2
'
Keystone 100
COLLEGEVIL’LE, PA.

H E .

BRANDT

~ ROYERSFORD

Walnut Street and Seventh Ave.
Doctor—“Is your husband vora
cious in his appetite, madam?” Mrs.
|-iF“As an advertising medium th e I n d e p e n d e n t is not^ sur Blank—“Not a bit of it doctor. He’ll
eat anything and everything so long
passed in the middle section of Montgomery county. Sales adver and as fast as he can get it.”—Edin
burgh Scotsman.
tised in. it§ columns are sure to attract bidders and buyers.

It was just as well, for the bulk of
Janet’s pocketbook, that there was no
functionary of road laws lurking be^
hind hedges, as she stepped on the gas
of her old bus and sped along the
country j-oadsr
Janet was rushing headlong Into
freedom, If only for ’three weeks,
and she desired to shake the city tur
moil from her tires as swiftly as
possible.
Any one casually glancing into the
'rear seat of the speeding auto would
suspect the reckless driver of being a
thief and hurrying to safety with her
booty of cretonnes, satins, damasks and
undraped down cushions.
However, Janet was not a thief and
the bits of lovely materials In the rear
seat had been bought and paid for
months before. Janet was an interior
decorator of most flattering success,
but for a moment she was tired to
death of cc^or schemes, furniture of
varied periods and estimates. Espe
cially was she weary of the gasps and
groans of clients when they read prices
of labor, materials-and decorations in
general.
So, she stepped on the gas and sped
away from It all for a short time. She
was grateful, for the efficient help she
had left in her exquisite little studio.
Janet was embarking on that which
she considered a real holiday. Alone
in her car with only the'restful whirl
of her faithful motor that responded to
her lightest touch, she was going to
seek some of those little lost villages
that straggled away from the world In
cozy abandon on hill or In vale, in
them she hoped to find some hospitable
soul who would take her In for a
night’s rest. She was going to' be
bright and cheery and chat to those
people about her world, and put Into

Janet "knocked gently at the floor,
while she stood on the wide veranda
drinking in the panoramic scene be
fore her.
Thé man who opened the door had
a view of Janet’s back before the joy
of glimpsing her face.
“Oh !” exclaimed Janet-rather star
tled, “I—I wanted to know if you have
an extra room. I should love to spend
the hight here.” She looked up Into
Dick Hawley’s eyes. “I never saw so
wonderful a view.”
“Nor did I,” confessed Hawley, and.
there was an enigmatic smile along
with the words that made Janet blush
slightly.
She then told him about her holi
day and how she had been spend
ing It.
“I’m sorry,” he told her, “but I live
all alone here while I work on end
less movies. This is my den.”
“Oh I” Janet again commented. “In
that casé I will have to be 00 my
way.” Her voice was wistful. “This
would have been the crowning glory
of my trip.”
“Is there a chance that you would
share my evening meal with me If I
bring It out here—so you may enjoy
the view?” Hawley scarcely hoped
this beautiful, Interesting girl would
accept his hospitality, but to his sur
prise she smiled her joy.
“And afterward,” said Hawley, “if
you permit me, I will show you'the
way to a cottage not too far from
here where a dim distant relative of
mine lives, and where I go and stop
When my own society, or perhaps more
truthfully, my own cooking, gets the
better of me.”
“I hate to trouble you to show me
the way to the other cottage,” she
suggested when they had finished sup'per and the stars were beginning to
dot the sky and time to go had ar
rived.
. “It is the most delightful break I
have ever had In my day of hard
work. I jvlll stay oyer there, too, and
you can bring me back In your car
in the morning. How’s that?”
“Very fine,” laughed Janet.
l' Then as they motored down the hill
It ; seemed almost as If the faithful
little motor knew that there would
almost always be some one beside
Janet from now on, and It purred very
softly along the mountain trail.

Fordsoiv
$ 6 2 5 F. 0 . B. D etro it

Every bolt and bar made of the toughest steel that science can pro*
duce; every piece of metal put there for a special purpose with ample re*
serve strength to withstand the most unusual strain; and every drop of
kerosene that goes into the tank transformed into power—that is the
Fordson Tractor.
W hether'it is required to drag the implements of agriculture across
the fields or to turn the wheels of stationary machines, the Fordson will
do all that is claimed for it and more.
We will gladly demonstrate to you this the most powerful tractor
for its size on the market.

FOR
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1. C. & M. C. LANDES

WORK DONE BY HUMAN HEART
Doubtful If Any Machine Made by
Man Can Equal It in Amount of
Labor Performed.

IEW PROPRIETOR

The pulse of the great Napoleon Is
said to have made only 50 beats a
AT THE
minute.
Eighty Is not an unusual
number. But, supposing the case of
a heart that beats 75 times a minute,
expelling ten cubic inches of bipod at
each “stroke,” It Is apparent that the
little pump delivers 45 cubic Inches in
one hour, over a million cubic Inches The undersigned has opened the
In a day, or. (as may easily be reck
old corner store (for many years
oned! about seven thousand tons of
conducted by the late
Vital fluid In a twelvemonth. In fig
uring this out, a scientist calls atten
W. P. Fenton)
tion to the fact that a human heart
has four compartments—two auricles
CQLLECEVILLE, PA.
and two ventricles! The auricles are
merely reservoirs. The energy devel
oped by the pump Is furnished by the
right and left ventricles—the right
I am keeping on hand a wellone sending impure blood to the
selected stock of
1tings and the left one- forcing
the pure blood into circulation.
The left ventricle alone uses In
a day enough energy' to raise one
ton 90 feef; All the blood pumped by
one heart engine In one year- would
suffice to fill a tank 61 feet long, 61
- AND
feet wide and 61 feet high. Or, If
thp tank were’cylindrical and 50 feet
Rushing Headlong Into Freedom.
In diameter, it would have to be-115
their- lives, if only for a passing hour, feet high In order to hold the 1,700,some fragment of happiness or Interest - 000 gallons pumped by a single heart CANNED G O O D S , D R I E D
In the course of a year.—the vital spark of life. ,
FRUITS, ’
“The women, I know, will enjoy chat
In Terms of Mllllcurtes.
ting,” mused 'Janet, “and in places
The name of the discoverer of radi
where they refuse money from me I um Is perpetuated In that of the unit VEGETABLES IN' SEASON,
will just da a bit of ceary decorating; used In measuring radioactivity, viz, Bread, Cakes, Candies, Soda
install cretonne . curtains or vmake a the “curie.” The multiples and sub
v Crackers, Pretzels, Cigars, &c.
slip cover for theblg Chair before the . divisions of the unit are named In ac
open fire or make up. a snappy little cordance with metric nomenclature,
It is my aim to well serve all who wiltcurtain or two. I know,” she continued the “milllcurie,” one'thousandth of a
favor the old corner store with their
thoughtfully as she mechanically guid curie, being the one most frequently patronage.
ed her car past a great herd of sheep used.-7-ScIence Service. .
that straggled across the country lane,
R. J. SWINEHART.,
“that I can fling quite a bit of cheer
Some Peculiar Trees.
along my way and that.is what I love
Among the many peculiar trees of
most to do.” .
Australia fi are found the flame-trees,
■ As a matter of fact,' Janet scarcely 'rising nearly 100 feet; the fire-trees,
had to offer bright cretonnes and silks the only tree that blossoms scarlet
and tassels when she was generously red; and Indian figs, a wonderful lofty
equipped with sunny hair, laughing» tree of graceful form and brilliant
blue eyes and a fund Of radiant 1 -color.
chatter.
|gt
The first- bight of her holiday was
Soapmakers.
more than successful. She knocked at
In the village of Klneton, Warwick
(he door of a quaint little dwelling shire, England, the women save’ all the
that lay op the very fringe of the pieces of fat and make soap In their
world, apparently, for there seemed homes. They supply the whole vil
.not the twinkle of a candle for miles lage with soap, bx>th for toilet and
save in its own windows. There was household purposes.
WITH WELL ASSORTED
an ioid couple there who took Janet,
into their home as If she had'been the
Eskimo Babies.
STOCK IN EVERY DE
granddaughter of a dear friend. There
The* Eskimo babies are seldom
PARTMENT.
was hair cloth furniture and an old weaned till they are four or five years
piano that seemed not to have-known a old, but are taught to chew tobacco
human caress for fifty or more years, and to'swallow the juice between the
EVERYTHING KEPT IN
yet Janet managed a light accompani ages of nine and twelve months.—
ment for a scng or two._LJttle senti Brooklyn Eagle. «
A GENERAL STORE AL
£
!' »
mental love songs they were, and as
WAYS ON HAND.
Janet turned from the piano she saw
Thackeray.
*
—
that the frail hands of the old couple
Sara Orne Jewett says of Thack
had, met and remained clasped. Janet eray : “Thackeray, Is so great, a great
OUR AIM IS TO MEET
heW the hope that- she, too, might one Christian. He does not affect, he
TH
E W A N T S OF PA
day know such enduring love.'
humbly learns and reverently tries to
In that small-home she left'two soft teach out of his own experiences.”
TRONS BOTH IN ASSORT
and downy cushions, one for each of
MENT A N D QUALITY!
the big- chairs before the fire or the
Yes, Indeed.
sunny window!
A woman at Walthamstow com
Tlie farewells there Were fraught plained that her ^on-in-law annoyed
with sadness,' One never knew what _her by sleeping on the doorstep. The REASONABLE PRICES
young man sounds more like a step
another spring might bring.
YOURS TO SERVE
The next was a sturdy farmhouse, child.—London .Tit-Bits.
witli a. sturdy young couple ,and any
Mending.
nmount of sturdy offspring. In that
If you desire to mend broken crock
'mme Janet l£ft a set of cretonne romp»
that made, the youngsters look ery, melt a teaspoonful of alum. Damp
like animated flower beds running en' the broken edges In It and hold
them firmly together until cold and
about the. farm.
dry.
Auto Delivery
Both ’Phones
And so It went—pain, pleasure, rest
and chaos. Janet found them all In
Rewards.
•those little lost villages through which
The man who burns the midnight oil
i her adventure ted her. And then she
came to the cottage over the hill. • It never seems to make as much money
YERKES, PA.
the one who sells It.—Boston Tran
(nestled against the side of so steep a as
script.
BUTCHER
AND DEALER IN
;descent that Janet caught her breath
when she saw it hanging there after
Fresh and Smoked Meats
"The Price of Liberty."
«Climbing the other side of the mounThé
quotation,
“Eternal
vigilance
Is
: tain. I t . commanded a view of the
Pork in Season
■Lebanon valley that actually intoxt- the price of liberty,” Is from a speech
•cated her with the sheer beauty of it, delivered by John Philpot Curran in
Visits Collegeville, Trappe and vi
; Fruit blossoms in glorious array lay 1808.' .
cinity every W ednesday and
scattered over the landscape and lent
Death in a Pillow Case.
Saturday. Evansburg, Tues
their delicate fragrance to 'the nos
The feathers In a pillow from Rus
days and Fridays.
trils.
Assuredly, a .great rivet ’must be sia started one of the worst epidemics
i employed to hold the smalT- cottage which has ever taken place In Siberia.
fljdCDEAD ANIMALSffg*
. to its perilous position. Janet .knew
_ New York’s Big Budget.
that she. would seek- a night’s rest
Tgq-Y' REMOVED FREE OF
In 20'years the cost of running the
there if It was her last adventure on
CHARGE
earth. She turned her car, now al .city of New York- has increased from
$98,100,413
to
more
than
$345,000,000.
Geo. W. Schweiker,
most empty of gay- colors, into the
narrow, lane that ted- to the cottage.
Providence Square, Pa.
Worthiness.
It-was just twilight and a serene stillBell
’phone
T
1 R 12 Collegeville Ex.
A man can bear a world’s contempt
neks added to*, the charm of the eve
when
he
has
that
within
him
which
ning. The last rays'of sunlight flecked
Be sure to advertise your public
says he’s worthy,—Alexander Smith.
the hillside.
sales in the Independent.

Old CornerStore

GROCERIES
D R Y GOODS

Gfeneral Merchandise

NO CAR FARE PAID DURING THIS SALE

These are the Days of
Golden Opportunities
For the Man who Has a Suit to Buy
We are rapidly and readily . selling out our immense
stock of men’s, suits at prices that stand unmatched,
considering the quality and workmanship.
We areAsking yo’u to Jtake our assertion for this
statement, but shop around, look over the other sales,
we feel positive we will eventually get your dollar^.
There is a broad variety ready for you— Suits that
are appropriate for Summer or Winter, and plenty of
them. But, you better come to-day.

$50.00 and $60.00 SUITS
$32.75
$40.00 and $45.00 SUITS
$29.75

$22.50 and $25.00 Palm Beach
and Mohair Suits, $19.75
$20.00 Suits * * $16.75

Children’s Suits a t Big Price Concessions
Divided in two big lots for quick selection. Get one or
<* two of these as he will soon require them for school.

Sturges’ Store

$20, $17.50 and $15 Suits, $11.75
$13.50, $12.50 and $10 Suits, $7.75

TKAPPE, PA-

B ig S ale A rrow Linen Collars, 10c.
500 of them.

Some slightly soiled, all shapes, sizes

1 2 ^ to 16 % .

IS ALWAYS FILLED

Iniwincli we doublecross a master mind
TALK ABOUT dime novels.
# * »
THEY SENT Jim down.

AND THREW away his coda,

TO TEXAS to investigate.

THE FINAL dope.

SOME OIL w ells there.

HE FOILED the villain.

WHICH THEY m ight buy.

THE MESSAGE Just said.

IF JIM said O.K. '

"CHESTERFIELD.”

AND HE was to report.

AND HIS directors knew.

BY WIRE in secret code.

THAT ALL was well.

NOW— ENTER the villain.
* .* * ;
A SLIPPERY crook.

WITH THOSE oil wells.

* * *.

# # *

* * *

* # *

ft # ft .

*

*

#

* * *■
* * *

• *

*

* '# *

*" # #

*

ft ■ ft

AND WHEN he sent.

*

*

ft
ft ft ft
ft

* •

FOJ1 OjL men know.
*

*

*

*

THAT "CHESTERFIELD” moans.

GOT WIND o f it.

# * *

/

AND TRAILED Jim down.

ft

*

ft

- -

“THEY SATISFY.”

• • •

•

*

#

*

•

#

*

*

#

IN THE telegraph branch.

* * •

SO THE crook could'get.
THE EARLIEST word.

* * *

AND CORNER stock.
*

ft

ft

AND WORK a hold-up.

* * *

IT LOOKED like easy coin,

ft ft *

BUT JIM got wise.

ft ft ft

c
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OU’LL know you’ve “struck
it rich” when you discover
Y
Chesterfields. You’ll say “they

satisfy.” A. wonderful blend—
the pick of Turkish and Do
mestic tobaccos—put together in
the 'Chesterfield way that’s
why “they satisfy.” And the
Chesterfield -blend can not bo
copied!

» * *

r

Did you know about the
Chesterfield package of10?

e t

t

e s

L iggett & M yers T

S .

M O S H E ÏM
POTTSTOWN’S PRINCIPAL CLOTHIER
"207 HIGH STREET

'

AVe Yre Equipped to Do

A l l K in d s ok W e l d i n g s
AUTOMOBILE PARTS A SPECIALTY
FARM MACHINERY PARTS, ETC.

ALL WORK GUARANTEED.

Prices Reasonable and Strictly Cash.

B u r y s r s
’Phone 69-R-2

&

T

y

s

o

n

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

B. O. Sturges

COPIED OFF hia code.
AND BRIBED a boob.

$32.50 and $35.00 SUITS
$27.75
$25^00 and $27.50 SUITS
$19.75

obacco

Co.

IRYIN L. , FAUST

r

W atch es are Sensible G ifts

Hi^

FOR TH E GRADUATES
When you consider that a watch is a lifetime com
panion, it is without question a gift that; will be
highly prized.

J. D. SALLADE,
Jeweler .
-/
16 East Main St., Norristown

k.|,(

O U L B E K T S ’

DRUG S T O R E
COLLEÇrEVIL LE. PA.

PORT PROVIDENCE

BLACK ROCK AND VICINITY.

Mrs. Harriett Williams entertained
relatives Sunday.
Harry Blasband is confined to his
bed with grippe.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Webb and son
Lewis spent Monday in Atlantic City.
Samuel Sheedeir returned to his
home in Altoona after spending sever
al months with his father in this
place.
, •
William Williams is erecting a ce
ment block garage.
Mrs. John Bare is very ill; her con
dition is very alarming.
Miss Edna Saville, formerly of tliis
place, and James Leckie, of Philadel
phia, were married in Phoenixville,
Saturday.
The chapel in this place is being
repaired, thru the generosity of the
people here.
The William Reifsnyyder family, of
Pottstown, spent Saturday and Sunday
with the Augustus MeCord family.
Albanus Rowland is able to be about
again being confined to bed, for sev
eral days with the grippe. N

Mr. and Mrs. John Wenger and sons
spent Sunday with the family of Clif
ford Heatwohl, of Kimberton.
Rev. Edward Hoshour and wife and
Miss Rebecca Hoshour, of Roaring
Springs, Blair county, are spending
some time with the family of Horace
Smith.
Mrs. Jonas Umstead, of Port ¿Provi
dence, spent last Tuesday with Mrs.
Tyson and Mrs. Hunstjerger.
Messrs. Norman and George Jones
and Miss Mabel Jones have returned
home after spending an enjoyable
week at Niagara Falls and Canada.
They were accompanied on their trip
by Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Wright, of
Philadelphia.
Mr. and Mrs.- Ford, of Philadelphia,
spent some time last week with the
family of Jacob Funk.

OAKS.
The people of Oaks have been at
tending the fair in Phoenixville the
past week.
Mike McCann and family, of Phila
delphia, visited Wm. Levis and family
on Sunday.
Harry Crosscup Is spending -the
week end with his family at Ocean
City.
The moving pictures at St. Paul’s
Church were well attended and a neat
sum was realized.
The Oaks boys journeyed to Sanatoga, Saturday afternoon and were
defeated by Worcester by the score of
4-0, This was the second defeat for
Oaks this season.
Mrs. Waren P. Gotwals and Mrs.
Harry Brown were both taken to the
Phoenixville Hospital on Wednesday
morning, suffering with appendicitis.
At this writing both are improving.
We hope for a speedy recovery.
Don’t forget the festival and dance
given by Oaks Baseball team in the
Fire Hall, Saturday evening, August
20, 1921.
Mrs. J. R. Davis entertained a few
relatives in honor of her birthday on
Wednesday evening.
Miss Stella Bechtel, of Mont Clare,
spent Wednesday with Mrs. Richard
son.
On Wednesday Isaac Price and his
two children, Oscar and Franklin,
spent'the day at Willow Grove.
John, son of Albert Kindy, fell from
a bicycle.and severely cut his arm.
The doctor put several stitches in the
gap.
Lewis Boyer is recovering from his
recent illness.
Alice Buzzard and Alice Whitmer
spent a few days in Atlantic City, this
week.
Miss Lottie Bowden and Mr. James
Brower left by auto fori Dayton, Ohio,
to visit Jtev. and Mrs. McKee.
The main road from Norristown to
Mont Clare is being treated to crushed
stone. Quite a necessary improve
ment. We hope to have other roads
treated in a like manner.
Mrs. Voorhees and son spent Sunday
with Robert Young and wife.
St. Paul’s Sunday school have their
picnic next Saturday afternoon on the
church lawn. Hope to see a good at
tendance of members and friends.
Rev. Brooks, from Dayton, O., will
preach in the Green Tree church next
Sunday morning and evening.

HORRIBLE GRAEME CROSSING
ACCIDENT—FATHER AND
SONJilLLED.
Wilson Frank, a Bucks county farmerer of near Telford, and his eldest
son, were killed Wednesday morning
of last, week when their automobile
was hit by a Bethlehem local train on
the Philadelphia & Reading railroad
crossing at West Rockhill metinghouse
crossing. Another son is in the Grand
View Hospital with concussion of the
brain and two broken legs.
Wednesday morning Mr. Frank,
prior to leaving home to go to Telford
said good-bye to his wife and took
with him Norman and Charles. '
The Franks are very well known in
that section. They operated a* large
farm and Mrs. Frank was the mother
of nine children, Norman, aged 11, the
one killed, being the oldest. They
were a happy family.
When, news reached Sellersville and
Telford about the accident the town
was shocked. Hundreds of persons
rushed to the scene of the wreck. The
Frank automobile was completely de
molished and carried along the track
for several hundred -feet.
At noon Wednesday the surgeons at
Grand View Hospital were taking an
X-ray of Charles Frank’s leg. His
condition, was reported to be almost
hopeless.
___________
FARM NEWS AND NOTES.

Many a good dairy cow is seriously
injured thru poor' handling before
calving. The best milkers have a long
period of milking. If not discouraged,
they will give milk in worth-while
quantities right up to calving. All
too often they are encouraged, rather
than having anything done toward re
ducing, the flow. The consequence is
not only a stunted calf, but a fresh
ened cow that will never give more
than three-fourths the milk she would
were she given a six weeks’ rest. It
is an easy m atter to dry up a cow.
Simply skip a milking. Milk again;
then skip two milking?. Milk again,
and then forget about her. At the
same time, omit all grain from the
ration for a few days. There is sel
dom any further trouble, j
The sum of $329,189,912 was spent
for. fertilizer on American farms in
1919.
In 1919 labor ori farms c6st $1,363,454,380. In 1909 the cost of farm
labor was $651,611,287.
If the hogs appear out of condition,
let them have access to a mixture of
charcoal, one bushel; wood ashes, one
bushel; slaked lime, eight pounds; sul
phur, four pounds; copperas, two
pounds. .
The cycle of hog prices runs from
high to low and back again in' about
three to five years. If present condi
tions seerri bad, look over the curve of
prices for a numebr of years. It will
show that each low point was follow
ed by a peak of prices. This peak
will come again. Be ready for it.
One-fifth more siding and flooring
LODGE ELECTED FOR
is needed than the square feet, be
DISARMAMENT SECTION. cause of the lap in siding and floor
Washington, D'. C., Augl 6.—The ing.
Njarly 7,000,00t> domestic animals
Senate claim to a share of responsi
bility for the foreign affairs of the were lost from disease and exposure
nation was recognized by -President on the farms •of the United States
Harding to-day by the designation of during the year ending with April,
Senator Henry Cabot Lodge, of Mass-, 1921. These were valued . at about
achusetts, Republican leader and $150,000,000. The losses comprise
chairman of the Foreign Relations about 369,000 horses and mules, 585,Committee, as a memebr of 4he 000 lambs, 1,233,000 mature sheep,
Afherican delegation to the disarma 1,743,000 cattle and 2,946,000 swine.
Fewer acres, pure seed of improved
ment conference.
Formal announcement of the ap varieties and thoro cultivation will
pointment was made from the White bring more profit and greater satis
House, where it was indicated the faction than more acres, poor seed
President felt he had framed the nu and indifferent, cultivation.
cleus of / a balanced delegation by
Acid • phosphate is ecpecially suit
choosing as the first members Sena able for use in growing such legumes
tor Lodge and Secretary Hughes, as alfalfa, sweet clover, soy beans and
whose selection to head the American cow peas. About 200 to 300 pounds
representatives was made known sev per acre will often increase the yield
eral days ago. Other members prob considerably.
ably will riot be chosen until it is
determined definitely how many
HIS PRAYERS ALWAYS
places each nation is to have in the
ANSWERED.
conference.
Entirely aside from Lodge’s per " A blizzard whs raging the day
sonal qualifications, the view was re President A. H. Smith, of the New
flected in high Administration circles York Central Lines, was saddled by
the significance of his selection • lay Director General McAdoo with the re
in the fact he is in a position to act sponsibility of directing the operation
as official spokesman for the Seriate of all the railroads east of Chicago,
committee to which are referred in by fa r the greatest mileage ever put
ternational compacts requiring Senate under one man. Congestion had be
“advice and consent.” The President come terrific. “Priority” orders had
was said toi feel that because of its been issued by every official and every
joint responsibility in foreign affairs lieutenant in the government service,
it would be a great mistake not tp with the consequence that traffic had
give thei. Senate an official voice while been thrown into hopeless chaos.
As Mr. Smith sat in his car on his
the negotiations are in , progress.
Whether other Senators will be way back from Washington, the snow
named on the delegation is a question storm howled and pelted against the
which the President himself cannot windows and was rapidly threatening
answer, but it has ben suggested to block the tracks. An overpower
amnog officials close to the White- ing sense of the magnitude of the
House that he might give representa problems confronting him weighed
tion to the Democratic as well as the down the new regional director. .
Republican side of the treaty-ratify
“Happy Henry,” the colored car at
ing body.
tendant, breezed in, humming a cheer
Should he decide to do so, it is con ful tune. Smith looked .up. Henry
sidered likely Senator Underwood, of was smiling.
Alabama, Democratic leader, will be
“Say, Henry, why is it that you are
asked to serve. If another Republican always able to be happy no matter
Senator is appointed, it is believed what happens?” asked Smith.
the choice will fall upon Senator
“Because, sah, I always takes
Knox, of Pennsylvania, a former Sec everything to de; Lawd in prayer.”
retary of State.
“Do you always get an answer?”
asked Smith.
“Yes, sah, I always get an answer.”
We have a communication pointing
“Always?” interrogated Smith.
out that, while Mary J. Holmes did
“Yes, sah, always;”
not write the “Autocrat of the Break
“Fine! Now Henry, you know what
fast Tablfe,”'' Sherlock Holmes didn’t
either. We told our editorial colleague I am up against, and I want you to
he’d better look it up before press get busy and offer up the best prayer
you ever offered up in, your life that
time.—Kansas City Star.
I’ll be able to $o this job.”
“Millions are involved in this di
Henry -promised.
vorce suit.” “Well, what about it? ”
“You'have taken a great load off my
“Oh, nothing, except that when mon mind, Henry, for you asgure me that
ey gets mixed up in a scandal it’s you always get an answer, don’t
more garrulous than ever.”—Birming you?”
ham Age-Herald. '
,
As Henry walked off, he replied:
One half , of the world must sweat “Yes, sah, I always gets an answer—
and groan that the other half may but mostly in de negative.”—Forbes
dream.
Magazine.

HE CAME TO PAY.

FARMS WANTED !

The editor sat with his head in his We have a heavy demand for small
hands
improved properties from one to
And his elbows at rest on his knees;
40 Acres. For a quick sale, mail
He was tired of the ever increasing
details with traveling directions
demands
what you have to offer, to-day.
On his time, and he panted for ease.
The clamor for copy was scorned with
REESE & LINDERMAN
, a sneer,
Farm and Suburban Specialists,
And he sighed’ in the lowest of tones;
6 1-2 East Airy Street,
“Won’t somebody come with a dollar .
to cheer
NORRISTOWN, PA.
&ri6-3t
The heart of Emanuel Jones?”
Just then on the stairway a footstep
was heard
And a rap-a-tap loud on the door,
And a flickering hope that had long
been deferred
Blazed up like a' beacon once more;
And there entered a man with a
'cynical smile
That was fringed with a stubble of
red,
Who remarked, as he tilted a sorry
old tile
To the back of an average head:

W» E. Wireback

W. M. Frantz

PUBLIC SALE OF

FRESH COWS!

The

B u s in e s s

W o rld

offers an unlimited field for advancement—
to well-trained,
energetic business men and business women.
The GRADUATES of the

Will be sold at public sale on
THURSDAY, AUGUST 18, 1921, at
Perkiomen Bridge hotel, one car-load
of choice, heavy fresh cows direct
from Ohio. They have the breeding,
size, and milking qualities that will
surely appeal to buyers. Come and
put in your bids, and get what you are
looking for. Sale at 2 o’clock, stand
“I have come to pay”—Here the edi ard time. Conditions by
JONAS P. FISHER.
tor cried:
F. H. Peterman, Auct.
“You’re as welcome as flowers in M. B. Linderman, Clerk.
spring;
Sit down in this easy arm chair by PUBLIC SALE OF
my \ side,
And excuse me a while till I bring
PERSONAL PROPERTY!
A lemonade dashed with a little old
Will be sold at public sale oh SAT
wine
And a dozen cigars of the best.......... URDAY, AUGUST 20, at 1 p. m. at
Ah, here we are, this, I assure you is the residence of the undersigned, in
village of Evansburg the following
fine;
. property: Valuable rugs,
Help yourself, most desirable guest.” personal
furniture, garden tools, high grade
The visitor drank with a relish, and Barred Rock hens and pullets, oil
stove, dishes, bedding, rockers, fine
smoked
mirrors, books, combination pool and
Till his face wore a satisfied glow, billiard table, two refrigerators, china
And the editor, beaming with merri closet, sideboard, sectional book case,
ment, joked
guns, electric washing machine, vac
In a joyous, spontaneous flow;
uum sweeper, iron posts, cedar posts,
And then, when the stock of refresh step ladders, barrels, wine and vine
gar casks and many other articles too
ments was gone,
numerous to mention. The owner, is
•The guest took occasion to say,
In accents distorted somewhat by a leaving for Florida immediately after
the sale and all goods purchased must
yawn,
be settled for on the day of sale in
“My errand up here is to pay—” '
cash payments.
VAN SClVER, Owner.
But the generous scribe, with a wave H.SAMUEL
L. Griifin, Auct.
of his hand,
John R. Casselberry, Clerk.
Put a stop to the speech of his guest,
And brought in a melon, the finest the PUBLIC SALE OF
land
Ever bore on its generous breast;
HOUSEHOLD GOODS!
And the visitor, wearing a singular
Will be sold at public sale on SAT
grin,
Seized the heaviest half of the fruit, URDAY, AUGUST 27, 1921, at my
And the juice, as it ran in a stream residence in Collegeville the follow
ing articles: Dining room table, side
from his chin,
board, lot of chairs, bureaus, washWashed the mud of the pike from stands, couch, parlor suite, beds,
his boot.
tables, rugs, lamps, Active Fortune
range, and many other articles not
Then, mopping his face on a favorite here Specified. Sale at 1 ’clock, stand
sheet
ard time. Conditions, cash.
Which the seribe had - laid carefully
CHARLES H. KUHNT.
W. M. Pearson, Auct.
by,
The visitor lazily rose, to his feet
With the dreariest kind of a sigh,
NOTICE.—Having -sustained property
And he said, as the editor sought his injury, money loss, and a lot. of trouble
through and by the Supervisors of Upper
address,
Providence township on "account of their
In 'his books to discover his due:
“I came here to pay—my respects to having filled in nearly three-fourths of
an outlet in"a water course, which subse
the press,
quently had to be removed, causing a lot
And to borrow a dollar from you.”
of expense to the taxpayers, I proceed
—PAMELIUS MIX.
thus to let the public know that these
Supervisors after agreeing to do certain
work to repair- the injury, have only
PO LITIC A L
partially performed their obligation,
treating their written agreement as a
scrap of paper. Counsel tells me it would
cost more' to collect through court pro
ceedings than the amount involved, so I
take this course to expose the duplicity
of these officials. I feel it a duty to make
this exposure so that right thinking folks
can sytndathize with me, and those who
deligit in seeing and helping along an
injustice can gloat to their hearts’ con
tent.
GEORGE WOELFEL
For LAUISA WOELFEL.

U A N 8D A U E SCHOOL o f B U S IN E S S
are THOROUGHLY equipped for positions of trust and
responsibility!
C
DXY and NIGHT SESSIONS begin September 6, and Septem
ber 13 , respectively.
Catalogue mailed upon request

L A N S D A L E SCHOOL o f B U S IN E S S
First National Bank Building
LANSDALE, PA.
Telephone—Lansdale 328

NOTICE.—In the Court of Common
Pleas of Montgomery County, PennsyL
vania.
Notice is hereby given that application
will be made to the said Court on Tues
day, September 6th, A. D., 1921, at 10
o’clock a. m., by Morris Kind, Clarence
Wolf and Jules E. Mastbaum et. al., un
der an act to Provide for the Incorpor
ation and Regulation of Certain Corpor
ations, approved April 29, 1874, and its
supplements, for a charter to an intended
corporation to be called “The Betzwood
Farms Club,” the character and object
of which is to provide social enjoyment
for the members thereof by indulgence
in various athletic games and to provide
a club house and grounds suitable there
for, and for these purposes to have, pos
sess and enjoy the rights, benefits and
privileges conferred by s'aid Act and its
supplements. The application is now on
file in the Prothonotary's Office.
FRANK X. RENNINGER,
• J. STROUD WEBER,
8-4-3t
Attorneys. •
PROPOSALS.—New bids will be re
ceived by the School Board of the Bor
ough of Trappe up until 8 o’clock a. m.
August 19, 1921, for the heating, ventil
ating and plumbing of {he school build
ing now in course of construction. Plans
and specifications may be had at any
time by communicating with the Secre
tary of the School Board, H. D. Allebach, or its President, Warren H. Grater.
All bids to be strictly according to speci
fications. The Board reserves the right
to reject uny or all bids.
H. D. ALLEBACH,
8-4
Secretary.
PROPOSALS.—Sealed proposals will
be received by the Controller of Mont
gomery connty, at His office in the'Court
House, Norristown, Pa., up until 11
o’clock (daylight saving time) Monday,
August 22, 1921, for the furnishing and
printing of official and specimen ballots,
and 160 sets of elections supplies, re
quired for the Primary election to be
held Tuesday, September 20, 1921 .
All ballots and elections supplies to be
delivered f. o. b. County Commissioners’
office, Norristown, Pa., not later than
Tuesday, September 13 , 1921.
Bids are to be made in lump sum for
the completed work, including headings
¿r additional matter, all to be done in
strictly legal form.
Bids must be accompanied by certified,
check for $too.
Information and specifications may be
secured at the County Commissioners’
office, Court House, Norristown, Pa.
The Commissioners reserve the right
to reject apy or all bids.
HORACE W. SMEDLEY,
8-4-31
Controller.

COLLEGEVILLE

BAIT FOR BURGLARS
D if you ever stop to think who are the
wisest men you know, the shrewdest' and
most successful men of your acquaint
ance ? Where do they keep their money ?
In the Bank or hidden away in the house ?
Bait for burglars, sometimes murder, and
food for fire and mice.' Think this over
and put all your cash in the Bank and
pay your bills by check. Don’t leave
your money in the house or ca rry it
around with you. Rent a safety box here.
Your valuables will be safe here. We
carry insurance on the contents for you.

COLLEGEVILLE national bank
Member Federal Reserve System ,U. S. A.
We pay 3 per cent, interest in our
Savings Department or Certificates of
Deposit. 3% per cent, if left one year.

“The F undam entals
o f In v estm en ts”
It Tells : The various classes of securities,
How to select securities.
How to acquire securities.
How to group investments.
How to bay on partial payments. \

W EBER & CO.
Investment Bankers, Pennsylvania Bldg

Chestnut at Fifteenth Street,
Telephone-Spruce 4268
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Norristown,
.Pottstown,
345 Boyer Arcade
228 High SJ.
Bell ’phone 1142 Bell ’phone 216
"
1143
4
Represented by

USE BOTH EYES

iTHESEAÇHORE

FOR SALE. — Powdered buttermilk
fed to pigs and chickens will produce
more profit. It will not spoil. For sale
by
LANDES BROS.,
6-24-tf
j
Yerkes, Pa.
FOR RENT.—A stone house, with 6
looms, in' good repair; overlooking
Perkiomen river. Modern conveniences.
Four acres of ground. May be leased
for a period of years.
HARRY SNYDER,
7-28
First Avenue, Collegeville, Pa.
HAULING done with autotruck. Good
service. Charges reasonable.
JOSEPH LIVERGOOD,
12 -30-tf
Collegeville, Pa.

H arvey S. Frederick
■

j"

9

,/

LAMB GARAGE
T R A P P E , IFCA..

Isle City, Wildwood, or

Repair Work,
65 Cts. Per Hour
Out-of-Shop Work, 90 “
“
Subject to Rules of Republican Party.
Towing,
$1.25
“
Endorsed for renomination and election
by 60 lawyers.
All kinds of repair work
Your support respectfully solicited.
C A S S E L & W ALT.
Primaries — Tuesday, September 20, sis
1921.,
8-11

E L E C T R IC

Eye Strain

Men’s
Boys’
Little Boys’

Child’s
Misses
Ladies’

SPRING SHOES

I have the one and two straps Pumps, in Black and Tan, high
and low heels, and the always popular Oxford. I have not
.overlooked the Middle Age and Elderly Lady. I have Black
and Tan and White Oxfords, as well as the Comfort Oxfords,
and Strap Slippers. -Bring the Girls. For the Men, Young
Men and Little Men, I have,,the ever increasing demand for
low shoes, Black and Tan Oxfords, in styles. Give me a trial
and be convinced for prices my.shoes are right.

H . L. NYCE
12 EAST MAIN STREET,

NORRISTOWN, PA.

W e Reduce Diamond Tire
Prices

20 Per Cent
■

"*% ;

-

Effective Monday, ~May 2

Always follows where one eye is over
worked. Vision may be fairly good, but
Cape May.
it is a severe drain on the vital forces.
The Collegeville Tire and Rubber Conjpany makes this readjust*
THURSDAYS—July 21, August 4 and
Our system of separately testing and
18, September 1 and 15.
accurately fitting each eye - is a gbodJ tnent of tire prices to meet new conditions and to benefit all tire
From Allentown via. Pérk. R. R. $5.40 ; reason why you should-patronize
users. This reduction includes
Pennsburg, $4.56. Proportionate fares
from principal intermediate stations.
DIAMOND SILVERT0WN CORDS
& GO.
War tax-eight per cent, additional on all
fares.
Optometrists and Opticians
DIAMOND FABRIC TIRES
These special excursion tickets will be
good on any train day of excursion to 7 2 5 C H E ST N U T S T R E E T
Philadelphia, thence on any train to des
DIAMOND INNER TUBES
tination within time . limit of ticket.
PHILADELPHIA,. PA.
Tickets limited to return within t 6 days.
ROTH PHONES.
You are given the full benefit of these new prices right at the
Tickets to be validated at destination.
Tickets must be presented to ticket
tim ewhen yon are ready to replace your old tires with new ones.
agent A. C. R. R. at the destination to be
validated, and will not be honored for
Now is the time to buy them.
-•
return passage until validated. Stop-off
allowed at Philadelphia going and return
Your Diamond dealer will supply your needs and give you the
7-14
ing within time limit of ticket.
■ p
\ %
...
'
*

HAUSSMANN

PERKIOMEN V illlf MUTUAI
FIRE INSURANCE COMPÌ»!

C O L L E G E V IL L E

PACKAGE EXPRESS

The People’s Popular Canaidate for Prothonotary of
Montgomery County

No Carfare Paid During Sale

SE N T FR EE

EYE TALKS

• FOR SALE.— We* have a new low
price on a car of fresh condensed butter
milk. Barrel lots. 3 jic. per pound.
COLLEGEVILLE MILLS.

W E I T Z E N K O R N ’S
Pottstown, Pa.

An elaborate and comprehensive book

WANTED.—General Agent for Col
legeville and vicinity for Monthly Prem
ium Accident and Health Department of
the oldest Company writing all forms of
Accident, Health and ‘Life -Insurance.
Requires a man capable of handling busi
G. Fred. C ronecker ,
ness in every particular. Commission
contract only. Part time service con
COLLEGEVILLE PA.
sidered. Address C. H. BOYER, Man
Bell ’phone—34-R-n
ESTATE NOTICE.—Estate of William
ager Casualty Department, National Life
Insurance Company of the U. S. of A., B. Ashenfelter, late of Jeffersonville,
Manager
Pottstown Branch Office.
29 S. LaSalle St., Chicago, 111-.
8-41-2! Montgomery county, Pa., deceased. Let
ters of administration upon said estate
WANTED.—Competent housekeeper. having been granted to the undersigned,
Middle-aged preferred. Two in family. all persons indebted to the same are re
quested to make immediate settlement,
Good home for satisfactory person.
and to those having claims to present
. C. C. RAMBO, 654 Stanbridge St.
8-18
Norristown, Pa. them without delay to
FOE PROTHONOTARY
NELLIE A. ASHENFELTER,
,
Administratrix.
FOR RENT.—A part of a house on Rslph Wismer,
Attorney.
8-xi-6t
First avenue, CollegeviHe. Apply on
»
the premises to
How many people see alike with both
| . OF LOWER SALFORD.
R. J. CARDWELL,
Sixteen-Day
Trips
to
/ eyes ?
8-n - 2t
Collegeville, Pa.
Subject to rules of Republican party.
From the record of ninety cases, taken
Your support will be much appreciated/
at random, we found that forty, or four
LOST.—Ladies’ silk hand bag between
Collegeville and Philadelphia. Contains
out
of every-oine people We had fitted,
Pritharies, Tuesday, Sept. 20, 1921.
small .sum of money and rosary beads
required a different lens for each eye.
highly valued. Reward at
Atlantic City, Ocean City, Sea
8-18
THIS OFFICE.

I. T. HALDEMAN

UST PANT SALE
M EN ! T his is the greatest accessory opportunity
since 19 14 . Our entire stock of Men’s Trousers has
been reduced in price at least one-third". Men can
always.use an extra pair. W e. can come pretty close to
matching your old coat, that w ilL give new life to your
suit. $ 2.85 for values to $ 4. 50. $ 3(85 for values to
$ 6. 50. $ 5.85 for values to $ 8. 50.
Boys’ grey cool crash, wash knickers, all sizes, 75 c.
Boys’ school suits, shifts and stockings, reduced.
1000 men’s summer'^suits reduced to make room
for fall goods. "
.
•

From Collegeville Delivery ■
to Spring Mount Every
Friday.
W. WETZEL.
For further information call
Collegeville 123- 3 .

Boroughs,
Townships
and Contractors

Philadelphia Market Report.
Wheat ....... -............... $1.21 to $1.36
C o rn ...................................... 65c to 76c
T
O q ts ...................................... 42c to 47c
Bran, per t o n .......... $24.00 to $26.00
Baled h a y ................. $13.00 to $24.00
(Saylor Building)
Steers ........................ $7j00 to $9.50
F at cows ..................... $4.00 to $6.25 Main Street, Collegeville Crushed Stone in all sizes
Sheep and lamb's . . . . $1.00 to $11.50
and Screenings
Good workf, prompt service, reason
Hogs
........... $12.00 to $13.50
able
prices.
Live poultry ..................... 16c to 34c
Delivered by auto truck (within
Dressed p o u ltry ................. 25c to 39c 8-5
N. S. SCHONBERGER.
hauling distance) from
B u tte r ............... .......... . . . 2 4 c to 57c
E g g s ................................». 30c to 54c
Sign Painter—-“Who ordered this E . J . L A V I N O
CO.’S
Standing Room Only sign?” Clerk—■
S tO N E Q U A RRIES
Country Visitor-—“So you’re giving “A lodging housekeeper. He wants to
| your son, a liberal education.” Farmer hang it outside the bathroom door
: —Liberal? Gawsh, yes! I’m shellin’ Saturday nights.”—American Legion Green Lane, Monig. Co., Pa.
’
j out all the time.”—Boston Transcript. Legion Weekly.
Call Pennsburg 5-2 for information.

OF MONTGOMERY COUNTY.

INCORPORATED

MAY

13.

1871

INSURES AGAINST FIRE AND
.

W,

advantage of these new prices on your purchases*

Collegeville Tire & Rubber Co.
M a in Street, C o lle g e v ille , P a .

A ~

STORM BOTH ON THE CASH
AND ASSESSABLE TLAN. *
Insurance in forcé1, $18,000,000.
Losses paid to date over $720,000

U a d ie s’ a n d M e n ’s.

Slit HOSE- SPECIAL VALUES
EXTRA FINE QUALITY,
Pull line of Ladies’ Children’s and

O F F IC E : C O L L E G E V IL L E , PA.
B. W . D A M BLY , P re s., Skippack.
A. D. F E T T E R O L F , S ecretary .

Men’s Furnishings and Shoes.

M o v in g

Fresh Fruit Every Day !

Sto rage
P a c k in g

B Y P A D D E D M OTOR V A N S
To all parts of the country. We
move anything, any place, Any time,
and guarantee safe delivèry. Have
our estimatér call and give. yen? our
price. We kn,ow how.
"JOHN JONES & SONS,
Hauling Coutractors.
Spring City,-Pa.
Bell ’phone 180-M.
9-9

More Headaches
than with medicine. This-is a very sim
ple remedy but effective, (jome and see
me.

A. B, PARKER, O ptom etrist
Our goods are guaranteed. Prices low. 210 Dekalb St., NORRISTOWN, Pa-

TONY De ANGELES
' Collegeville;. Pa.
, “Dear JVIlle. Flapjax—I am a bru
nette and haye- already. been becoming
more and. more so. 1 Prescribe Soroething fo r thè face.” Answer—“Try
soàp.”—Princeton Tiger. .

Sam, on board'the transport, bad
just been issued his first ,pair of-hob
nails. “One thing, suah,” he rumin
ated. (“If ah falls overboard, Ah suttinly will go down at ’tenshun.”—
American Legion Weekly.
The greatest miracle of love is the
reformation of a coquette.—La Roche
foucauld,

